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W hile most state government
economists say tax revenues
should meet estimates for the

current fiscal year, they also warn that the
state could be saddled with a deficit of more
than $2 billion in fiscal 2003-04, starting in
July.

That figure may be an overstatement,
but legislators certainly will have to close a
gap of at least half that much, and more
likely a shortfall of up to $1.8 billion.

“Our [revenue growth] forecast was,
fortunately, conservative,” said Mike Kiltie,
chief economist for the Office of State Bud-
get and Management. “We had a good first
quarter, but things have mellowed some-
what.”

Calm before the storm

Until the new General Assembly con-
venes in late January, Democrat and Re-
publican legislators can enjoy a respite from
budget battles. After two consecutive years
when Gov. Mike Easley had to make large
midyear adjustments when forecasts missed
their target, budgeters made conservative
revenue estimates this year.

Legislative fiscal staff say this year’s
budget projected a 1.9 percent revenue
growth rate, as was requested by the
governor’s office. They say that is one of the
lowest rates of all states, most of which are
suffering under similar conditions.

The conservative estimate seems to be
paying off. Revenues are expected to at
least meet the 1.9 percent figure, and per-
haps exceed it, producing a bit of a surplus
going into fiscal 2003-04.

“At the current time we believe the
revenue forecasts will come in close to the
projected amount,” said Jim Johnson, direc-
tor of the Fiscal Research Division at the
legislature. “This has given the governor
some breathing room.”

The last budget simulation model
crunched by the legislative fiscal research
staff showed a budget differential of $1.8

billion for the next fiscal year, although
state economists caution the model is not a
forecasting tool. That number factored in
up to $245 million for increased enrollment
in the state’s three government education
systems: universities, community colleges,
and public schools. It also accounted for
increased costs of 22 percent, or $152 mil-
lion, in the state health plan for teachers and
state employees. State employees could be
asked to pick up part of that cost increase.

 Johnson said the greatest unknown is
expansion in Medicaid costs. The budget
model accounted for a potential increase up
to $350 million, but Johnson believed that
was a high estimate.

Inflation was projected at 2.3 percent.
On the revenue side, the simulation

model accounted for a baseline growth of
almost 6 percent. The projection takes into
account the scheduled sunset of the two-
year, half-cent increase in the state sales tax,
which several lawmakers say could con-
tinue.

“I think people are going to try to live
by what they said they would do,” said
Rep. Leo Daughtry, the House Republi-
cans’ speaker nominee, to the Winston-Sa-
lem Journal. “But whether they can or not
remains to be seen.”

If the extra sales tax is continued, it

would represent an additional $330 million
in revenue for the state.

Sales tax revenues for this year are
steady, according to both the legislature’s
and governor’s fiscal researchers. But in-
come taxes are not as much as hoped, nor is
the corporate tax, because profits are down.
Until the manufacturing sector improves,
corporate tax revenues are expected to re-
main flat.

Changes are likely to be made when
budgets are actually debated, of course.
The simulation assumes Medicaid growth
in the 12 percent to 16 percent range, repre-
senting a low-ball increase of $260 million
vs. $350 million on the high end. Similar
types of adjustments could be in the offing
for enrollment figures for education and
health plans, as well as actions to constrain
state employees’ salary growth.

And then there are funds reserved for
special purposes. Lawmakers could once
again tap the state’s Highway Trust Fund,
which lost $80 million last year and $205
million this year in transfers to the General
Fund. Budgeters could also take revenue
from North Carolina’s share of the payment
from the national tobacco settlement, ex-
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Rumblings began early that the state
budget might not accommodate the
full $28 million that Gov. Mike

Easley originally proposed for his More at
Four preschool program. Funding has now
been reduced to $6.5 million, but as the
Second Progress Report on the More at
Four Program makes clear, expansion is in
the wings as soon as the state’s budget
clouds clear.

The eagerness to justify much higher
levels of spending cannot be derived from
any More at Four successes. Even the May
2002 Progress Report noted that “it is pre-
mature to make extensive recommenda-
tions regarding the program,” and “it was
not feasible to measure child progress with
and post-assessments for the half year or
less that children were served during the
startup phase of 2001-’02.” Regardless, ex-
pansion plans include additional staff, “a
small amount of funding (e.g., maximum of
5 percent) to local contractors for monitor-
ing the local program,” support for the
T.E.A.C.H. scholarship project, and other
spending categories.

The difference between a $28 million
budget and a $6.5 million budget is signifi-
cant, but North Carolina is walking a fiscal
tightrope no matter what the effectiveness
of individual programs. One factor in the
balancing act is the state’s bond rating. On
Dec. 4 The New & Observer of Raleigh re-
ported that both Standard and Poor’s and
Fitch IBCA have agreed to renew North
Carolina’s triple-A bond rating, under the
proviso that a conservative budget emerges
from the next legislative session. Moody’s
Investor Services downgraded North
Carolina’s bond issues in August, but has
provisionally reinstated the original rating.

The reprieve carries a mandate that the
next legislative session adopt a fiscally con-
servative budget. State Treasurer Richard
Moore was reportedly told by Standard

State Budget OK This Year, But Fiscal ’03 Looks Dismal

Lower revenue projections
paying off this year; deficit
of $2 billion possible in ’03

Money for More at Four
grows difficult to justify
in tight economic climate

At a press conference, James Harrington and William Goldston announce their lawsuit to reclaim
money that Gov. Mike Easley transferred  from the Highway Trust Fund to the General Fund.

% of N.C. Respondents in Oct. 2002 “Agenda” Poll

Main Cause of State Budget Deficits

Too Much Spending  53%

Too Many Tax Cuts  9%

Economic Factors  27%

Not Sure  11%



On Jan. 27 the John Locke Founda-
tion will welcome renowned au-
thor and reporter Bill Gertz to

speak at a special luncheon. The national
security and defense writer has just released
his new book, Breakdown: How America’s
Intelligence Failures Led to September 11.

Gertz is an internationally recognized
newspaper reporter who has specialized in
writing major stories on a wide variety of
defense, intelligence, and international se-
curity issues.

A veteran defense writer who special-
izes in coming up with inside stories, often
based on classified documents, Gertz is
widely viewed as one of the best reporters
in his field. His sources within government
are extensive.

Gertz has broken a number of stories
that have international implications. As
former CIA Director R. James Woolsey said,
“When I was DCI [Director of Central Intel-
ligence] Bill used to drive me crazy because
I couldn’t figure out where
the leaks were coming from.
Now that I’ve been outside
for two years, I read him reli-
giously to find out what’s
going on.”

Secretary of Energy Bill
Richardson told Gertz: “We
talk about your stories at
Cabinet meetings.” And
White House spokesman
Michael McCurry once called
the author “a straight
shooter” who has written
“more interesting reporting
on national security than anybody on the
beat.”

Radio talk show host Rush Limbaugh
also has described Gertz as “one of the best

Washington Times Reporter Bill Gertz to Speak in Raleigh
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national security reporters in the country”
who has produced more scoops exposing
the Clinton admin-istration’s foreign and
defense policy failures than any other re-
porter.

Gertz is currently the de-
fense and national security re-
porter of The Washington
Times, a position he has held
for the past 14 years.

Abroad, Gertz has been
subjected to vitriolic verbal
attacks by no less than the
chief of Russian SVR foreign
intelligence service, successor
to the KGB. SVR Director
Vyacheslav Trubnikov called
him a “tool” of the CIA after
he disclosed Russian spying
in the Balkans.

Communist China’s Deputy Foreign
Minister Li Zhoxing, now Beijing’s ambas-
sador to Washington, has denounced Gertz
for exposing China’s international nuclear

technology and missile sales. Russia’s For-
eign Ministry has filed at least two formal
diplomatic protest notes to the U.S. govern-
ment over Gertz’s stories.

Gertz has written numerous articles for
journals and magazines, including National
Review, The Weekly Standard, and Air Force
Magazine.

He has lectured on defense, national
security, and media issues at the Defense
Department’s National Security Leadership
Program, Johns Hopkins University School
of Advanced International Studies, the FBI
National Academy in Quantico, Va., the
National Defense University in Washing-
ton, DC, and at the CIA in Virginia.

The luncheon will begin at noon at the
Holiday Inn Brownstone Hotel in Raleigh.
The price is $20 per person.

For more information or to preregister,
contact Thomas Croom at (919) 828-3876 or
events @johnlocke.org.

Shaftesbury Society

Each Monday at noon, the John Locke
Foundation sponsors the Shaftesbury Soci-
ety, a group of civic-minded individuals
who meet over lunch to discuss the issues of
the day. The meetings are conducted at the
Locke offices at 200 W. Morgan St., Suite
200, Raleigh. Parking is available in nearby
lots and decks.

Locke Lines

The John Locke Foundation produces
a monthly audio magazine called
LockeLines that features speeches made at
JLF events each month.

To subscribe, call Kory Swanson at (919)
828-3876.                                                        CJ
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Uncertainty of Lawsuits, War, Make Budgeting Difficult
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Necessity of Conservative Budgeting Puts Pressure on More at Four

Continued From Page 1

“States will find it im-

possible to balance

budgets without re-

ducing government

work force costs.” —

William Eggers

pected to be as much as $150 million. How-
ever, Easley’s new prescription drug pro-
gram funded through the Health and
Wellness Trust Fund would take some of
that tobacco money.

The governor is expected to present his
budget in late February or early March.

Wild cards

There may be penalties, however, for
budget-balancing actions that Easley and
the legislature took during the last two years.

Easley transferred revenues that the
state collected and was supposed to have
reimbursed to county and city governments
for special taxes in each of the last two fiscal
years. In fiscal 2001-02 he seized $209 mil-
lion, and this year he withheld $333 million.

Easley’s action angered local officials
all over the state, many of whom accused
the state government of theft of their money.
More than 20 local governments joined a
lawsuit against the state to recover the lost
revenues. The matter is pending in the state
courts.

Another lawsuit against the state,
brought by former Transportation Secre-
tary James Harrington and former state
Sen. William Goldston, calls for the state to
return the $205 million that the legislature
transferred to the general fund this year, as
well as the $80 million Easley seized last
year. Both men were key figures in creating
the fund dedicated for upgrading North
Carolina’s highway system.

War and the economy

The potential for the United States to
enter a war against Iraq further complicates
attempts to project revenues and expenses
in the budget process. Depending upon the
scale of a war and degree of troop deploy-
ment, the state’s economy could be affected.

Opinions vary over whether war would
cause a sharp increase in oil prices, which
would drain consumer resources. In a Wash-
ington Times article Nov. 21, Robert
McFarlane, a former U.S. security adviser
to President Reagan, said terrorist attacks
in Persian Gulf countries during a war
would eliminate 2.5 million barrels of oil a
day. On the other hand, Saudi oil analyst
Nawaf Obaid and former U.S. energy policy
adviser Edward Morse wrote in USA Today
that in the case of any loss of petroleum in a
war, Saudi Arabia would be “both capable
and willing to keep global energy prices
stable.”

Concern about war and the economy
weighs heavier in North Carolina than other

states, because the level of troop deploy-
ment from the state’s major military bases
could be significant. Fort Bragg and Pope
Air Force Base have a combined population
of 51,000, representing a nearly $4 billion
impact on the local economy, according to
the Fayetteville Chamber of Commerce.
Camp Lejeune and the adjacent Marine
Corps Air Station, New River, make up a
population of about 148,000, says the Jack-
sonville-Onslow Chamber of Commerce.
Those numbers include family of active
duty personnel, and nearby military retir-
ees.

Johnson said during the 1991 Gulf War
those areas of the state suffered economi-
cally. “We got hit very hard because so
many families moved out,” Johnson said.
“What it does is slam the sales tax in those
counties. But I don’t know that this deploy-
ment will be exactly like that.”

Some economists believe that on a na-
tional scale, war will boost the economy. A
study by Harvard University economics
professor Robert J. Barro,
published in the Nov. 5,
2001 issue of Business
Week, found that after ana-
lyzing U.S. wars dating to
World War II, “net
effects…on U.S. gross do-
mestic product turned out
to be positive.” Barro also
cited data illuminating
the possible effect war
could have on North
Carolina’s military-related economies. He
said between 1991 and 2000 defense spend-
ing fell from 6.2 percent of GDP to 3.8
percent, and the number of military person-
nel declined by about 1 million. Such reduc-
tions would require a buildup.

“Given the insecurity of the post-Sep-
tember 11 world,” Barro wrote, “I would
expect a long-lasting increase in defense

spending.”
The federal Office of Manage-

ment and Budget projects defense
spending to increase by nearly $40
billion in 2002, and by another $31
billion in 2003.

A November “State Budget Up-
date” by the National Conference of
State Legislatures reported that in
North Carolina, Governor Easley is
forcing a reduction of about 4 per-
cent “for the overall budget, as a
hedge against uncertainty of mili-
tary engagement.”

Everybody’s problem

The NCSL report found that un-
like many other states, North Caro-

lina is meeting its revenue and spending
goals so far. Overall, states’ aggregate bud-
get gaps are at $17.5 billion. North Carolina
is one of only 16 states that reported their
revenue collections through October to be
at or above projections. Still, state officials
rated the outlook for General Fund rev-
enues through the end of fiscal 2003 as
“concerned.”

Another November report by the Na-
tional Association of State Budget Officers
said the states in fiscal 2003 raised taxes and
fees on constituents by $8.25 billion, nearly
$130 million of which was by North Caro-
lina (not including taxes imposed locally
due to state budget changes). Despite their
revenue woes, the report said states in-
creased their budgeted expenditures for
2003 by an average of 1.3 percent. North
Carolina increased spending by 4.4 per-
cent.

Getting down to specifics

Apparently looking
for innovative ways to
make the state govern-
ment more efficient,
Easley’s economic advi-
sory staff invited William
Eggers for a consultation
meeting Dec. 9.

A senior fellow at the
Manhattan Institute and
director at Deloitte Re-
search, Eggers has con-

sulted and advised officials at all levels of
government on issues of reform and expen-
diture reduction.

Eggers has met with numerous states’
and municipalities’ officials who are des-
perate to close budget gaps in the millions,
and sometimes billions, of dollars. Having
faced similar situations last year, Eggers
said at a John Locke Foundation luncheon

that politicians’ solutions for budget prob-
lems were not “profiles in courage.”

He said that last year many states
“banked on sin,” by raising tobacco taxes,
courting casinos to come to their states, and
raising gambling taxes. He said governors
also used accounting gimmicks such as de-
laying payments to schools by one day into
the following fiscal year and withholding
payments to their cities and counties. Many
state officials also tapped reserve funds and
payments from the national tobacco settle-
ment. Eggers said those resources won’t of-
fer much relief for the coming fiscal year.

“We’ll see a lot more layoffs this go
round,” he said. Eggers said governments
will, and must, achieve the greatest amount
of budget savings by laying off workers.

He said North Carolina in recent years
has had the greatest growth of government
expenditures in the South.

“[It’s] been higher than just about any
other state,” he said.

In a Nov. 6 Wall Street Journal article
Eggers wrote, “With revenues in free fall,
states will find it impossible to balance bud-
gets without reducing government work
force costs.”

He said ways to accomplish such diffi-
cult cuts include: employment caps, hiring
freezes, renegotiating contracts, early-retire-
ment incentives, freezing cost-of-living ad-
justments, and higher premiums for retiree
health care costs.

Eggers cited Florida and Virginia as
states that are “in pretty good shape” be-
cause they made significant moves to re-
duce the size of their governments’ work
force. Florida plans to reduce its number its
employees by 25 percent over five to six
years. He said Virginia eliminated 6,000 po-
sitions in one year, over the course of three
rounds of budget cuts.

Eggers also advocated reforming the
way states manage their Medicaid pro-
grams. He said in the short term, “states can
reduce drug costs through private phar-
macy contracts, co-payments and buying
pools.” Long term, they can seek private
and community alternatives to institutional
care and eliminating optional services.

Touching a subject that might be a sore
spot with Easley, Eggers also said educa-
tion cannot be off limits for budget reduc-
tions. He said research on most states shows
only half of money spent on education
makes it to classroom teachers.

Suggesting an overhaul in the way state
government operates, Eggers said pro-
grams and agencies must undergo “results-
based” evaluations. He said leaders should
link funding to performance, with those
who excel and produce savings earning fi-
nancial rewards for doing so.                  CJ

and Poor’s that the state’s economy is un-
likely to improve in the short run and that
“the next state budget must be exceedingly
conservative if North Carolina is to keep its
triple-A standing.”

With a state budget deficit that could
well exceed $1 billion, advocates are ap-
plauding North Carolina’s publicly funded
preschool programs, including Smart Start,
as a good investment of public budget dol-
lars. Recent reports claim that every dollar
spent on the state’s early-childhood pro-
grams yields a 400 percent rate of return.
The reports, appearing in the Fayetteville
Observer, The News & Observer of Raleigh,
and elsewhere, assert that taxpayers can
expect four dollars in public expenditure

savings for every one dollar spent on early-
childhood education.

This is balm for fiscal assaults on the
governor’s preschool funding initiatives,
particularly More at Four. But the reports
are misleading on a number of fronts. The
dollar-returns reports are based
on the Carolina Abecedarian
Project, developed at UNC-
Chapel Hill under contract with
the Frank Porter Graham Child Develop-
ment Institute. The Future of Children Foun-
dation studied the methodology of 36 pre-
kindergarten programs, including the
Abecedarian Project. The long-term results
include controversial assumptions intro-
duced by authors Masse and Barnett, and
the project itself has design problems, ac-
cording to the Future of Children study.

In any case, the Abecedarian Project
bears little resemblance to North Carolina’s
Smart Start initiative or More at Four.
Abecedarian attempted to provide a full-
day comprehensive “intervention“ with
low-income children. Many North Caro-

lina prekindergarten programs
are not means-tested. This in-
cludes, for example, the Fairview
Early Childhood Center in Rocky

Mount. The Rocky Mount Telegram reported
statements by Leorita Hankerson, assistant
superintendent of Nash-Rocky Mount
schools, that the Fairview program was
“indeed advantageous“ to participants.

For the Fairview program, test scores
determined acceptance, and middle- or
upper-income children were also eligible.
In third grade, the pre-K participants scored

below the non-pre-K group. — hardly good
news in the absence of means-testing.

State funding for various pre-K pro-
grams is likely to remain a volatile issue,
even more so if illegitimate comparisons
are allowed to rule the discussion. Even if
the state wanted an Abecedarian model
program, cost is an issue. An Abecedarian-
type program averages more than $16,000
per child annually. Funding for something
the size of the More at Four pilot program
would create a $19 million budget item.

A fiscally conservative budget, one that
would allow North Carolina to maintain its
bond rating, makes any speculative spend-
ing risky. Smart Start and More at Four are
unproven “investments” at best, and can-
not legitimately claim to save more money
than they cost in the long run.                                   CJ

Manhattan Institute Senior Fellow William Eggers
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• Once the dust settled on the
2002 elections, both state and na-
tional media in December turned
their attention to the 2004 presiden-
tial race, and specifically North Caro-
lina Sen. John Edwards. The News &
Observer of Raleigh devoted a spe-
cial Sunday section Dec. 8 on
Edwards’s possible candidacy. Roll
Call, a Washington, D.C. publica-
tion that covers Capitol Hill, reported
Dec. 12 that because of the Republi-
can takeover of the Senate, Edwards
could lose his seat on the Judiciary
Committee. That could diminish his
image as a power broker and his heft
as a presidential candidate. Still, at
an event in Bedford, N.H., Dec. 11,
Democratic National Committee
Chairman Terry McAuliffe said he
expects Edwards to enter the race.
Speaking of New Hampshire, where
the nation’s first primary will be
conducted in January 2004, Edwards
on Dec. 9 hosted about a dozen
Democratic Party activists from the
state. Caroline McCarley, who
helped direct political strategy in
the state for Al Gore in 2000, com-
mitted her support for Edwards in
2004 if he runs.

• Much of the post-election dis-
cussion about who will be elected
state House speaker next session cen-
tered on former Republican, turned
Reform Party, back to Republican
Rep. Steve Wood from High Point.
In his Daily Journal column for Caro-
lina Journal online Nov. 18, John
Locke Foundation President John
Hood considered the possibility that
current Democratic House Speaker
Jim Black might pick off Republi-
cans to support him, despite a 61-59
GOP majority. Hood discussed pos-
sible Republican defectors, wonder-
ing about Wood, “Was he recruited
by Black himself to clinch a close
leadership fight?” In its editorial
Nov. 20 the High Point Enterprise
intensified the speculation, invok-
ing Hood’s “assertion” that Wood
may have been recruited by Black.
One reason the idea is being ban-
died about is that Wood voted for
Black as speaker in 1999, which re-
sulted in his removal from the GOP
caucus. He later ran for his seat with
the Reform Party and lost.

Interviewed by CJ Nov. 21,
Wood was asked whether Black re-
quested his support as speaker for
the upcoming session. “That’s not
true,” Wood said. Leo Daughtry won
a caucus vote for speaker on Nov.
17, but Republicans are clearly split
over his leadership. Wood hasn’t
decided who he will support, but
said he isn’t part of the caucus.
“[Daughtry] presided over my
defrockment, when they took that
infamous vote to kick me out,” Wood
said. “If it takes a vote to kick some-
one out, it seems it would take a vote
to kick ’em back in.”

• The Fayetteville Observer re-
ported Dec. 12 that a 1998 law that
allows school officials to suspend
the driver’s licenses of students who
drop out of school, or are failing at
least 70 percent of their classes, is
having minimal effect. A study by
the state Department of Public In-
struction found there is little evi-
dence that the law is making much
difference in dropout rates.                              CJ

based research organization, North
Carolina’s state and local taxes as a percent-
age of income in the region are second-high-
est only to Georgia’s, and are now close to
the national average.

In addition to the high average tax
rates, North Carolina has the highest mar-
ginal tax rates on income, investment, and
capital gains in the region and among the
highest in the United States. The state’s top
income tax rate is 8.25 percent and the top
corporate tax rate is 6.9 percent.

The 1994 plan called “Making North
Carolina a High Performance State,” men-
tioned the tax situation. “As competition is
defined by a quality and cost, the state must
also ensure that the tax environment is com-
petitive,” stated the report. The 1999 plan
called “Widely Shared Prosperity,” also sug-
gested a more competitive tax climate, but
it did not contain any specific measures.

More spending, more coordination

 The plan outlines an economic devel-
opment strategy that calls for more govern-
ment coordination and spending.

“North Carolina’s economic develop-
ment agencies must be prepared to help
North Carolinians make the transition by
creating high-quality jobs that boost incomes
and the quality of life for families,” and “the
state must help its agribusiness and tradi-
tional manufacturing companies use tech-
nology to become more competitive,” the
plan said.

Proposed new spending and coordi-
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High-tax problem acknowledged

Economic Development Board Releases Plan
By DON CARRINGTON
Associate Publisher

RALEIGH

In late October the North Carolina Eco-
nomic Development Board released its
2002 Comprehensive Economic Devel-

opment Strategic Plan. The 57-page plan,
“We Are Changing the Way We Do Busi-
ness,” relies heavily on government-funded
programs and government coordination ef-
forts as a strategy to improving the stan-
dard of living in North Carolina.

But the plan also draws attention to the
detrimental effect of North Carolina’s high
tax rates and overall tax burden. For years,
the John Locke Foundation, in numerous
opinion pieces and policy reports, has ques-
tioned the state’s competitiveness on the
same tax issues.

With a state budget deficit that is pro-
jected to be at least $1 billion next fiscal year,
any expansion of economic development
programs while lowering tax rates and
overall tax burdens will be a challenging
task.

 The board developed the plan around
Gov. Mike Easley’s vision of “One North
Carolina, where every citizen has an oppor-
tunity for a high quality of life, including a
good job and a good education, regardless
of where they live.”

The four general goals in the plan are:
(1) develop an outstanding education sys-
tem and a highly qualified workforce; (2)
establish an aggressive and coordinated
state agenda of investment in research, sup-
port for technology development and trans-
fer, and effective use of university outreach;
(3) ensure a competitive environment for
the recruitment and retention of business,
capital investment, and job creation; and (4)
foster attractive communities prepared for
economic development success.

Tax problems

Under the third goal, one objective was
to “develop and maintain North Carolina’s
nationally superior business climate that
consists of affordable business costs, fair
regulation, and an equitable tax system.”

As a progress measure for that objec-
tive, the plan called for the state’s marginal
income tax rates to be more in line with its
competitors by 2005. Additionally, the
state’s overall state-local tax burden would
have to be competitive in the Southeast and
remain below the national average.

This goal may prove difficult unless
leaders can reduce spending. According to
the Tax Foundation, a Washington, D.C.

Gordon Meyers is chairman of the North
Carolina Economic Development Board

nating activities include:
• More funding for education to allow

our educational institutions to support a
highly trained workforce;

• $224 million in additional equipment
for the Community College system over the
next three years, half of that amount for
new computers;

• Expansion of incentives and programs
that promote science, math, and technology
careers and tuition paid internships with
North Carolina-based companies, and state-
matched funding for private sponsorship
of programs promoting science and tech-
nology;

• Setting up industry-led regional skills
alliances;

• An annual $5 million in spending to
support technology transfer from the state
universities to private businesses.

• A 25 percent tax credit for research
and development undertaken with state
universities, claiming that such a credit
would have “minimal impact on state re-
ceipts.”

• Using Golden LEAF Foundation funds
or federal grants to complete regional clus-
ter analyses across the state to understand
regional strengths;

• Expanding direct state investments of
at least $5 million annually in research ac-
tivities within the UNC System;

• A new Office of Urban Development
so that the Commerce Department can help
cities coordinate  downtown areas;

• A small towns improvement program
to help small towns fix up their down-
towns;

• $5 million annually to run a new
Urban Development Incentive Fund to pay
for parking, sidewalks, and other public
improvements that have traditionally been
the responsibility of individual cities;

• More spending to increase  the pro-
motion of all forms of leisure and business
tourism;

• Additional spending to maintain his-
toric sites and promote the arts.

The 37-member economic development
board is charged with developing and up-
dating a plan by April 1 each year. The gov-
ernor appoints the board chairman and 23
of the 37 members.

Since the previous plan was released in
July 1999 and never updated, the board has
ignored the law for four consecutive years.

The plan was prepared under the di-
rection of board Chairman Gordon Meyers
of Asheville. The new plan  and previous
plans can be found on the Internet at
www.nccommerce.com/econbrd/plans. CJ

Former Officials Sue State Over Highway Trust Fund
By PAUL CHESSER
Associate Editor

RALEIGH

The number of people suing the state
increased by two in November, be-
cause of the way Gov. Mike Easley

tried to balance the state’s budget the last
fiscal year.

Former State Sen. William Goldston
and former Secretary of Transportation
James Harrington filed a complaint in Wake
County Superior Court, because Easley in
February transferred $80 million from the
state’s Highway Trust Fund to balance the
general budget.

The lawsuit argues that transferring
any money from the dedicated fund vio-
lates the state constitution.

“My single goal in this lawsuit,”
Harrington said, “is to make sure the taxes
that have been diverted are returned to the

Highway Trust Fund and used for the origi-
nal intended purposes, as our constitution
says it must.”

Both men repeatedly referred to Article
5 Sec. 5 of the constitution, which says, “Ev-
ery act of the General Assembly levying a
tax shall state the special object to which it
is to be applied, and it shall be applied to
no other purpose.”

Goldston and Harrington were key
leaders who helped establish the Highway
Trust Fund in the late 1980s. Goldston, a
Rockingham County Democrat, chaired the
Senate Transportation Committee and the
State Highway Study Commission, which
created the plan for expanding and improv-
ing intrastate highways, urban loops, city
streets, and secondary roads.

Harrington, who served under former
Republican Gov. Jim Martin, initiated and
later consulted for the Highway Study

Commission. The commission’s work re-
sulted in the 1989 Highway Trust Act.

The two plaintiffs are represented by
the Raleigh law firm of Boyce & Isley. The
lawyers are also representing 22 counties
and cities in another lawsuit against the
state, because Easley used tax reimburse-
ment money intended for municipalities to
help close the state’s budget gap.

The state constitution requires the gov-
ernor to keep the budget in balance, and in
February 2002 Easley transferred revenues
from several sources to do so.

However lawyer Gene Boyce argues
that the constitution authorizes the gover-
nor only to “effect the necessary economies
in state expenditures,” and may not use
money from dedicated funds.

In addition to February’s transfer, the
state budget for this year takes $205 mil-
lion from the Highway Trust Fund.          CJ

Around the State
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Taxes continue to rise in burden analysis

Wilmington Down, Other Cities Up in Report on N.C. Tax Burdens

We Want Less!
Concerned About Issues Such As
Taxes, Regulations, Property Rights
& Patient Choice in Health Care?

Thousands of your fellow North
Carolinians are, too — that’s why
they have joined North Carolina
Citizens for a Sound Economy to
fight for less government, lower
taxes, and more freedom. They are
making their voices heard.

Fighting for the People’s Agenda

North Carolina Citizens for a Sound Economy holds politicians accountable for
their votes on taxes, regulations, and other issues. Its aggressive, real-time
campaigns activate a grassroots army to show up and demand policy change.

And it gets results. CSE has helped to defeat three large tax increases in North
Carolina and defended property rights, parental choice, and individual freedom
before the state legislature, county commissions, city councils, and elsewhere.

Here’s what some are saying about Citizens for a Sound Economy:

• “They have been doing a great job all over the country educating people.”
— President George W. Bush

• “CSE is a great organization . . . The hundreds of thousands of volunteer
activists that are members of CSE are vital to this country’s economic prosperity.”

— U.S. Rep. Richard Burr of Winston-Salem

• “You guys are everywhere! CSE is a great organization. CSE, thanks.”
— Sen. John McCain

Get Involved!
Join North Carolina CSE
and Make a Difference!

115 1/2 West. Morgan St.
Raleigh, NC  27601
www.cse.org
1-888-446-5273

North Carolina CSE members protest state
tax increases at an August rally in Raleigh.

NORTH CAROLINA

Broader base, lower overall rates

Easley Tax Commission Urges
Imposing Sales Tax on Services

By PAUL CHESSER
Associate Editor

RALEIGH

W hile it still remained among
North Carolina’s highest-taxing
large cities in 2001, Wilmington

was the only municipality of the state’s
largest to reduce its citizens’ tax burden
from the previous year.

That was one of the findings revealed in
the Center for Local Innovation’s fifth an-
nual By the Numbers report, which analyzes
property, sales, and other local tax and fee
burdens on residents of each of North
Carolina’s counties and municipalities. The
Center for Local Innovation is a project of
the John Locke Foundation, which also pub-
lishes Carolina Journal.

For the fourth consecutive year, resi-
dents of Charlotte had the distinction of
bearing the state’s largest per-capita tax
burden.

The Queen City and Mecklenburg
County brought in a combined $1920.30 per
citizen in fiscal year 2000-2001, and also had
the highest property tax and sales tax bur-
den per capita.

Wilmington, which had the second-
highest in tax burden last year, fell to fourth
in this year’s report. Wilmington’s citizens
are hit for an average of $1,573.37 per year,
down from the previous year’s $1,646.23.
However, last year the Port City had moved
sharply up in the rankings from ninth to

second.
Hickory and

Durham finished
second and third,
respectively, in
the latest study,
with the Town of
Cary jumping to
fifth place, up
from seventh last
year.

The City of
High Point saw
the greatest dol-
lar increase in
taxes per capita,
rising almost $135
per person. That
caused the city to
move up in the
rankings from
10th to sixth, leap-
frogging Greensboro, Chapel Hill, and
Asheville.

High Point also passed Raleigh, which
fell from fifth last year to ninth, despite
showing a $32-per-person increase in tax
burden.

Among other cities with populations
greater than 25,000, Rocky Mount,
Kannapolis, Burlington, Goldsboro, and
Jacksonville carried the lowest per-capita
city and county tax burden for their resi-
dents.

Methodology of compilation

By the Numbers is compiled using data
from the State Treasurer’s Annual Finan-
cial Information Report. The numbers
drawn from the report are used to calculate
county and municipal tax and fee burdens,
1) as a percentage of income (for counties)
and 2) per capita (for counties and munici-
palities).

The report cautions that it is not a mea-
surement of services or costs to residents,

but shows the cost of government as repre-
sented by taxes and fees. It excludes other
revenue sources such as sales of assets,
investment earnings, electric and gas
charges, and water and sewer revenues.

Highest and lowest counties

Turning to county numbers, inhabit-
ants of coastal areas and those residing near
the state’s larger cities were hardest hit with
taxes. The only counties on the ocean not
among the highest 25 for tax burden were
Onslow and Pender, which both border or
encompass Camp Lejeune.

Mecklenburg County ranked highest
in tax burden among the large, urban coun-
ties in the state. Durham, New Hanover,
and Wake followed as high-burden popu-
lous counties. Other high-taxing counties
not in the coastal or urban categories in-
clude Bladen, Catawba, Wilson, and Lee.

Rural Alexander, Jones, Gates, and
Caswell counties carried the lowest tax bur-
dens in the state, with Hoke County the
least per-capita at $489.15.

The counties placed similarly in the
rankings when considering taxes as a per-
centage of income, with Dare County high-
est. Residents there contribute more than 11
percent of their income to county taxes.

 To view a full .pdf copy on the Internet
of By the Numbers 2003, plus previous years’
versions, visit www.johnlocke.org.          CJ

By RICHARD WAGNER
Editor

RALEIGH

An advisory commission to Gov.
Mike Easley in December
proposed a far-reaching overhaul

of North Carolina’s tax code that would
impose a sales tax on services, broaden the
tax base, and lower overall rates.

Among other changes
in the state’s tax structure,
the commission recom-
mended that the state re-
strict future tax cuts to one-
time tax rebates that could
be withheld during bud-
get crises; allow local gov-
ernments to levy certain
taxes without specific leg-
islative approval; and
transfer Medicaid pro-
gram costs from counties to the state gov-
ernment, to be paid for by extending a half-
cent sales tax that was scheduled to expire
June 30.

The panel also proposed that the state
remove all caps on the sales tax, simplify
the state income tax by eliminating most
adjustments to federal definitions of in-
come, and eliminate or reduce tax credits
and other tax incentives used to attract busi-
nesses to the state.

The commission listed its guiding prin-
ciples of ensuring that the revenue system
be simple, efficient, equitable, competitive
with other states, and consistent in provid-
ing revenue.

Dr. Michael L. Walden, a North Caro-
lina State University economist and an ad-
junct scholar with the John Locke Founda-

tion, said he agrees with the panel’s overall
goals. But he said he’s concerned that one
part of the equation might not pan out — a
revenue-neutral reform of the tax base.
“What worries people is that they might
broaden the base without lowering the rate,
leaving people with higher taxes overall,”
he said.

The commission focused primarily on
the sales tax, because of
sagging state revenues
during recessions. Last
year, the tax generated
more than $3.7 billion in
revenue, yet fell 6 per-
cent short of projections.

General Fund rev-
enues lagged by $500 mil-
lion, or 4 percent short,
in fiscal 2000-01 and $1.55
billion, or 11 percent

short, in fiscal 2001-02.
The services sector offers a dependable

source of untapped revenue, the report said,
because the state’s economy is growing more
dependent on services, thereby diminish-
ing the growth in the sales tax base, which
is based primarily on goods.

The Department of Revenue found that
the possible tax base of services would nearly
double the existing sales-tax base of goods
and utilities. As such, the report said, the
sales tax rate could be reduced from the
current 6.5 percent to as little as 1.75 percent
if all goods and services were taxed at that
rate.

Easley created the 16-member commis-
sion in March and named Tom Ross, execu-
tive director of the Z. Smith Reynolds Foun-
dations, as its chairman.               CJ

“What worries people

is that they might

broaden the base

without lowering the

rate, leaving people

with higher taxes…”

The riverfront skyline in Wilmington, which was the only major North
Carolina city which saw its tax burden diminish.
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Researcher Explains Achievement GapEducation News in Brief

General knowledge has stronger influence on learning than socioeconomic status• Like many education profes-
sionals across the nation, North
Carolina’s educators are uncertain
about exactly how federal guidelines
on testing and accountability will play
out in the state. The News & Observer
of Raleigh reports that education lead-
ers are pessimistic about the readiness
of public schools. According to the
report, “they predict that most of the
state’s public schools will fall short of
Washington’s high expectations.“

State officials are reported to be
predicting that fewer than one-third
of North Carolina’s schools will make
the grade this year. By comparison, 75
percent are predicted to meet the
state’s own standards. Failing to make
adequate yearly progress two years
running will bring consequences: stu-
dents at failing schools will have the
option to transfer to a school that
meets the criteria. A third year of fail-
ure means that supplemental services,
such as tutoring, must be provided.

 Judging the current state of
school preparedness, “tens of thou-
sands of students could become eli-
gible by fall 2004 for transfer to other
schools that have higher test scores,”
the News & Observer reports.

• The state Board of Education
met in Raleigh Dec. 4-5. The board
received recommendations from the
Charter School Advisory Committee.
Although two schools, Sugar Creek
Charter School and Carter Commu-
nity, were recommended for closure
by the committee, the board granted
them a one-year extension. The
schools were established in 1998.

Two charter schools with re-
peated low-performing status were
renewed after consideration of infor-
mation submitted by the schools.
Laurinburg Homework Academy and
Provisions Charter School were con-
sidered to be serving alternative
populations.  Alternative populations
are students at risk of truancy, aca-
demic failure, behavior problems, and
dropping out of school.

• The News & Observer of Raleigh
reported that students in Johnston
County are being steered away from
the Scholastic Aptitude Test unless
they are students with good grades
who plan to apply to four-year col-
leges. Fewer than half of Johnston
County seniors now take the SAT.

Lower participation in the test
tends to raise average scores as the re-
maining pool of students becomes
more selective. The SAT is also a mar-
keting tool for the county, according
to the report, and real estate agents
keep tabs on scores for prospective
homebuyers considering Johnston or
neighboring Wake County.

Johnston County schools Super-
intendent Jim Causby would prefer
that the county “ignore the SAT re-
sults altogether,” but acknowledges
that others look at it. Kay Carroll,
chairman of the Johnston County
school board, said that in years past,
businesses complained that Johnston
graduates “could hardly fill out a job
application.”

The schools say no one is prohib-
ited from taking the test. Seniors who
want to register for the SAT in
Johnston, however, must first speak
to a guidance counselor and receive
their assessment of the student’s post-
high school plans.    CJ

General knowledge

makes you more com-

petent on average, no

matter what job you do,

whether it‘s being a

clerk, a mechanic,…

E.D. Hirsch

By KAREN PALASEK
Assistant Editor

RALEIGH

F irst, knowledge makes you smarter.
So says E. D. Hirsch of the Core
Knowledge Foundation, an organiza-

tion he created to articulate and promote
cultural and educational literacy. Before you
say “duh” to Hirsch’s observation, under-
stand that his simple statement sums up a
great deal of research on achievement dif-
ferences, what Hirsch prefers to call the
knowledge gap.

Scores on tests such as the National As-
sessment of Educational Progress reveal the
consequence of the problem. White stu-
dents consistently outscore black students
and most other minorities on the test, with
a gap that widens from kindergarten to the
fourth grade, and persists thereafter. What’s
going on?

Evidence strongly suggests that knowl-
edge builds knowledge. But what about in-
come and home environment? Both influ-
ence test scores, but the correlation between
academic achievement and socioeconomic
status, according to Hirsch, is 0.42, while
the correlation between academic achieve-
ment and general knowledge is 0.81.
Though parents, peers, and neighborhood
influence one’s breadth of knowledge, gen-
eral knowledge plays a larger role than both
of these.

Erasing the achievement gap requires
restoring common knowledge to the school
curriculum, and building comprehension
from there. And studies show that intelli-
gence increases with knowledge.

So what makes smart people smart,
more knowledgeable, more competent, and
ultimately better citizens? Facts, to begin
with, Hirsch said. “The research literature
is very clear on this point: that highly skilled
intellectual competence comes after, not be-
fore, you know a lot of ‘mere facts.’” Knowl-
edge of facts is the access door to the deep
understanding, necessary to “attain all
those higher-order thinking skills which are
so widely praised by educational experts
and so wrongly contrasted with ‘mere
facts.’”

Knowing more and learning faster

Psychologists have discovered that
knowing more makes people better and
faster learners of new things, Hirsch said.
It also improves your ability to think criti-
cally. Hirsch cites Bill Gates as an example
of someone who knows a lot of facts, who
has always, and still does, read a lot.

Hirsch also cites Keith Stanovich, a Ca-
nadian reading researcher, who observed
that two individuals with the same level
and kind of IQ will learn at different rates,
and function at different levels of compe-
tence, depending on the level of general
knowledge they possess. Innate talent is im-
portant, Hirsch said, but overemphasized
in American education.

Ultimately, this discussion must trans-
late into how to cultivate student compe-
tence. According to Hirsch, it turns out that
the biggest factor in student achievement
is teacher quality, but he is careful to articu-
late what that means. The single most con-
sistent predictor of the teacher quality-stu-
dent achievement tie, he said, is the teacher’s
score on the verbal SAT.

A vocabulary test, yes, but Hirsch ar-
gues that it is not just a test of words. Words
stand for things, and knowledge of things,
he says, is the basis of understanding. Be-
yond that, more knowledge correlates with
larger annual income. Few object to that
success.

You can always look it up, right?

Cognitive psychologists have come to
a consensus that “it takes knowledge to gain
knowledge,” Hirsch reported in You Can Al-
ways Look It Up–Or Can You? This is the crux
of analyzing achievement gaps between
students. Rather than a breadth vs. depth
battle in education, we should use elements
of both. The best way to learn a subject is to
learn general principles as well as “an
ample number of specific examples that il-
lustrate those principles.” This is so, Hirsch
said, because general knowledge provides
access to deep knowledge.

We should teach a diversity of subjects
for acquisition of general knowledge, and
a moderate number of specific examples. It
is not necessary, nor opti-
mal, to polarize learning
into the “deep-under-
standing” or the “mere
facts” camp. Instead,
Hirsch advocates teach-
ing a core of common
knowledge. Core com-
mon knowledge, Hirsch
discovered, is taken for
granted in college class-
rooms, newspapers,
books, and other settings.
An inventory of knowledge “characteristi-
cally shared at the top of the socioeconomic
ladder,” “elite” knowledge, ought to be
available to everyone, he said. Not only
that, but since it is assumed that everyone
knows this information, it forms a back-
ground of facts, and the basis of a richer
comprehension of the world. Without this
background, students are handicapped in
their fundamental understanding of things,
concepts, and events.

Vocabulary — what does it mean?

Prekindergarten children display enor-
mous differences in vocabulary, according
to researchers Hart and Risley in Meaning-
ful Differences. The differences grow, they
explain, because children who have low
vocabularies learn less from the same les-
son than do children who have higher vo-
cabularies. Vocabulary acquisition is a
marker for cultural and factual knowledge,
basically knowledge of things. To under-
stand something that you read, hear or look
up requires 95 percent comprehension of
what you encounter. “To make it worth-
while to look something up, you already
need to know 95 percent of the words,” they
say.

Thomas Landauer of the University of
Colorado describes a process whereby we
continually refine the meaning of words,

even when they do not appear in the cur-
rent context, because we reflect on related
words in a similar category, or “domain.”
Unusual words are rarely heard in normal
conversation, but are familiar to educated
people. Landauer notes that these are
picked up in reading, and that our minds
reflect on them subconsciously over time.

An advantaged 17-year-old with broad
exposure to vocabulary knows 80,000
words. A broad curriculum builds vocabu-
lary, and the critical difference between
advantaged and disadvantaged children,
Hirsch said, is vocabulary. Since vocabulary
is primarily picked up in reading, “build-
ing knowledge and vocabulary cannot be
replaced by brief incursions into the dictio-
nary or the Internet.” Hirsch is emphatic on
the point that “students cannot learn or
probe deeply into material that is largely
new to them.” You can’t always, it seems,
just look it up.

Breadth plus depth

The expert-novice paradox demon-
strates why those who know more learn
more, and faster. Experiments by researcher
de Groot show that the expert can memo-
rize a complex new chess position in a few
seconds; the novice remembers very little.
The novice has to pay attention to a mass
of unfamiliar information, losing most of
it. The expert pays attention only to what
is new. Because the expert can store novel
information within a very familiar context,
recall is easy. Likewise with the child study-
ing a definition of the word ‘planet,‘ Hirsch
said. If the definition says “sometimes in-
cludes asteroids,” “excludes comets and

meteoroids,” refers to
“nonluminous bodies,”
and notes that planets re-
volve around stars other
than the sun, depth of
understanding will de-
pend on how familiar the
child is with the vocabu-
lary he encounters in the
definition. Some knowl-
edge, even inarticulate
knowledge, of the con-
cepts discussed are a pre-

requisite for good comprehension.
A well-informed person could simply

pay attention to the subset of information
he does not already know, answering the
narrower question, for example, of whether
meteoroids are ever considered planets.
Breadth is not the enemy of depth, Hirsch
said. The progressive view of studying a
few topics in depth does not succeed be-
cause specific knowledge builds on the
framework of prior general knowledge.

An entire academic career without gen-
eral knowledge and vocabulary-building is
like trying to decorate a home in which the
walls are not yet installed. The decor em-
bellishes the basic structure, which must
first be in place. The big idea that motivates
Hirsch’s thinking and writing on this topic
is that knowledge has great power to cre-
ate general skills and competence in stu-
dents (and the rest of us). In a talk titled
Why General Knowledge Should be a Goal of
Education in a Democracy, Hirsch sums up
scientifically confirmed reasons for his
views: 1) more knowledge makes you
smarter, 2) more general knowledge makes
you generally more competent in the tasks
of life, and 3) giving everybody more gen-
eral knowledge makes everybody more
competent, resulting in a more just society.
Whether a persons’ job turns out to be me-
chanic or plain GI, Hirsch said, “the more
you know, the better you do in life.”        CJ
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Lindalyn
Kakadelis

If readers can step

back from headlines,

the author suggests,

they can “look fairly at

a problem that evokes

passion and fear.”

By KAREN PALASEK
Assistant Editor

RALEIGH

A  new series of texts called Critical Thinking About
Environmental Issues offers balanced discussions
of controversial environmental issues. The texts,

aimed primarily at the high school audience, will debut in
three environmental science areas. Endangered Species, Glo-
bal Warming, and Pesticides are de-
signed to provide thought-provoking
information and questions for stu-
dents, and to supplement and balance
sometimes frightening science text-
books and popular science writing.

Global warming

Jane S. Shaw, author of Global
Warming, writes at the opening of the
book, “An earth so hot that it looks like
an egg yolk frying in a skillet — that’s
the image the editors of Time magazine
offered on the cover of the April 9, 2001
issue.” The authors of the Time piece
weren’t joking. The discussion that fol-
lowed placed global warming just one
notch below nuclear holocaust or col-
lision with an asteroid in its potential
to “damage our planet’s web of life.”

Global Warming attempts to un-
tangle facts from fears on the tempera-
ture front. What does it mean when
hotter summers are followed by colder winters? Not nec-
essarily disaster, it explains.

Fortunately, most science texts are not as dramatic as
the Time magazine cover and article. Global Warming in-
forms readers that Time drew its information from the
National Academy of Sciences and the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change. Neither of these agencies pro-
duced a report that would justify the magazine hype, Shaw
said. What they did say is that given new evidence and
uncertainties, “most of the observed warming over the last
50 years is likely to have been due to the increase in green-
house gas concentrations.” The author also notes that
NASA senior scientist Roy W. Spencer has doubts about
the data. “The popular perception of global warming as
an environmental catastrophe cannot be supported with
measurements or current climate change theory,” he said.

Because the series is designed to encourage a broad
look at the issues, it doesn’t discard any possibilities out of
hand. Instead, the text discussions take advantage of the
fact that scientists often disagree, and that
disagreement is an important part of the
scientific investigation process. Many
popular notions about global warming
are brought to light, and examined in that
context. If readers can step back from the
headlines, the author suggests, they can
“look fairly at a problem that evokes pas-
sion and fear.”

The Global Warming text follows a
logical progression, from chapters on the
cause of global warming, measuring how
much warmer ‘warmer’ is, and whether there is a serious
threat from global warming, to evidence and action that
individuals might take. The text does not claim to resolve
all the controversies swirling around this scientific and
emotional issue. It does indicates that study, and contro-
versy, are likely to continue for sometime.

From frying pan to ‘planet of weeds’

Endangered Species opens by asking whether we are cre-
ating a ‘planet of weeds,’ wiping out plant and animal life
through human activity. Author Randy T. Simmons admits
it’s not a simple answer. Simmons notes that the problem
of protecting species is both a scientific and a political one.
The reasons why some species are rebounding or holding
steady, while others are declining, are not clear. Moreover,
even scientists disagree on which species are endangered.

The controversies surrounding this topic don’t just in-
clude the plants and animals that may be in danger of ex-
tinction. There is an important human element to the story,

as Simmons explains to the reader. Actions we take to pre-
serve habitats for plants and animals have an effect on
humans, including the quality of human lives.

Some readers may be surprised to learn that rural
populations bear the greatest impact of environmental
policies. Many more plant and animal species live in rural
areas than in urban or suburban ones. As a result, land-
owners make more adjustments to the use of their prop-

erty than the rest of us, at least in a
direct sense. When private interests
conflict with policy interests, prop-
erty management becomes a win-
lose proposition. This is particularly
true for “those unlucky people who
may have endangered species on
their property.”

Topics that Simmons explores
through successive chapters in his
book are “How Endangered are the
World’s Species?” “Does the U.S. En-
dangered Species Act Save Species?”
and “Species vs. People?” Final dis-
cussions focus on problems of sav-
ing species, and approaches to future
management of disappearing plant
and animal life.

Are there ways to protect plant
and animal wildlife that generate
win-win results? The text offers ex-
amples of management solutions
that benefit both nature and man.
Butterfly farming in Kenya is one of

them. Farmers living near the Arabuko-Sokoke Forest were
cutting down trees to rid themselves of baboons and el-
ephants. The elephants and baboons ate half the farmers’
crops annually. Fewer trees made the area less appealing
to the poaching foragers, but also destroyed a habitat for
millions of butterflies. Once the farmers learned that there
was more money to be made capturing butterflies, and rais-
ing them in captivity for sale, deliberate forest destruction
ended. “There is no ‘silver bullet’ for saving species,”
Simmons said. Concerned people are trying a variety of
methods, including preserves and captive breeding, to find
solutions that benefit humans without harming nature.

Pesticides vs. the ‘Silent Spring’

Samantha Beres opens the third text in the series, Pes-
ticides, with a brief account of pesticide use and research
before the 1960s. With the publication of Rachel Carson’s
Silent Spring in 1962, a virtual revolution in pest manage-

ment began. Extensive research on the
effects of chemicals in plants, animals,
and humans was largely lacking, as her
book charged. “Carson was probably ac-
curate in claiming that the USDA knew
little about these chemicals,” Beres re-
ports. The legacy of Carson has been
mixed, according to the author.

Before Silent Spring, indiscriminate
spraying and excessive use of some
chemicals occurred. Some, like DDT, are
uniquely effective in controlling danger-

ous insect populations, Beres said. Among the insects DDT
effectively controls is the malaria-carrying mosquito. Beres
explains the arguments leading to the ban on DDT, largely
due to deaths of raptor birds. These animals are sensitive
to the substance, and for them, accumulations of DDT can
be toxic.

Beres adds the human element by weighing risks
against rewards. The benefits of cheap and plentiful food-
stuffs, and the lower risk of disease from insect carriers are
considered. The text also discusses the benefits and costs
of organic pest control. But until better methods are found,
Beres said, pesticides will continue to be used, and con-
tinue to generate controversy.

The books are being prepared and offered by the Po-
litical Economy Research Center and the Competitive En-
terprise Institute. “Anybody should be comfortable with
what’s in the book[s] unless they are promoting an extreme
view,” Senior Associate Jane Shaw said. Two additional
books, Forest Fires and Energy, are scheduled for publica-
tion in the fall of 2003.                                                           CJ

Last month U.S. Education Secretary Rod
Paige met governors and governors-elect in
Chapel Hill. He encouraged states to quickly

comply with the federal guidelines in the Elemen-
tary and Secondary Education Act, No Child Left
Behind. The law requires states to develop stan-
dards, test students, and report academic progress
of 10 student subgroups at each school.

If academic progress is
not made within each sub-
group, the school is classi-
fied as needing improve-
ment. The new strict federal
guidelines put conse-
quences to leaving children
behind. The public will be
told of the school’s perfor-
mance, and families may be
given a transfer to another
public school if improve-
ment is not quickly seen.

The academic gap be-
tween groups of students
has widened in the last 30
years. The issue has been discussed into perpetuity.
Now the feds are saying, “no excuses.” States have
12 years to close the gap.

Who could argue with that mandate? Ameri-
cans are known for their adventurous spirit. We
rise in crisis and go after challenges with a diligence
to succeed! But that spirit was not seen at this
meeting of state leaders. The whining began, and
the guardians of mediocrity began listing all of the
reasons closing the gap in 12 years is impossible.

Money is important. Of course, there never is
enough money. So, Gov. O’Bannon of Indiana asked
Paige, “How can you have this improvement when
you’re in a recession?” Oh my! What does a reces-
sion have to do with high academic expectations?
Paige responded with dignity that money alone
would not make the difference. However, the U.S.
Department of Education’s discretionary spending
increased $17.3 billion since 1996.

Whining also came from our own Gov. Mike
Easley. His concern was over the inflexibility of the
Department of Education not working with North
Carolina’s own accountability program. Lack of
flexibility? The states have tons of flexibility in
setting standards, picking the test, determining
what is proficient, and determining average yearly
progress. States don’t have flexibility in reporting
the progress of subgroups, and the department’s
criteria for a successful school, which is average
yearly progress.

Is that too much to ask? It must be for some.
Especially if the standards are so different between
the state’s classification and the fed’s classification.
The public will be asking a ton of questions if the
same school is exemplary by state standards, but
needs improvement by federal standards. Nearly
75 percent of North Carolina’s schools met the
state’s standard for quality in 2002, but only 30
percent of the state’s schools would have met fed-
eral standards.

The federal government is providing quality
control to the world of K-12 education. At last, a
school that succeeds with easy-to-teach students,
but fails others will not be deemed a successful
school. Finally, it will be clearly shown whether
soft bigotry of low expectations continues. Finally,
the academic gap will begin to close.

As the whining continues and the political
pressure mounts, will national leaders cave in or
will they demonstrate integrity and courage and
stay on course? When you hear the screams and
threats of the establishment, remember, we could
just do nothing and “study the crisis,” or we can
ignore the screams and get busy with educating the
public.                                                                         CJ

Lindalyn Kakadelis is director of the N.C. Education
Alliance

Governors Whine
But Paige Shines
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Measuring the Accuracy of Different Tests
• The State Board of Education

of Ohio has adopted a set of science
standards that requires students “to
examine criticisms of biological
evolution,” according to The Plain
Dealer of Cleveland. A disclaimer
was included in the standards, stat-
ing that the move was not a de facto
endorsement of the concept of in-
telligent design.

Some board members would
have refused to vote in favor of the
new standards without the dis-
claimer, because they feared that
accepting “intelligent design”
would be seen as a go-ahead for
teaching religion in the classroom,
according to the report.

Christine Link of the ACLU of
Ohio warned, “If any school district
implements the teaching of intelli-
gent design, the ACLU will act
swiftly.”

•The Boston Globe reported that
a little-known provision of the No
Child Left Behind Act requires high
schools to give military recruiters
access to student records. Schools
that refuse may lose federal fund-
ing under the new law.

The report states that recruiters
are entitled to students’ contact in-
formation, unless parents opt out of
sharing it. Names, addresses, and
phone numbers are part of the in-
formation recruiters will get.

Another provision of the law is
that schools allow military recruit-
ers the same campus access now of-
fered to job and college recruitment
personnel. U.S. Secretary of Educa-
tion Rod Paige said that the mili-
tary thought the move was needed
to “boost recruitment, ”according to
the report.

Civil libertarians are opposing
the move on privacy grounds. Cur-
rent federal law mandates written
permission to release any informa-
tion from school records, according
to the Education Department. The
only exceptions are transfers, needs
of law enforcement, and health or
safety emergencies.

•The Associated Press reports
that in a new National Geographic
survey, Americans flunk geogra-
phy. The survey reportedly asked
young people from nine countries
to pick out locations on a map, and
to answer some current events
questions.

“Although the majority, 58 per-
cent, of the young Americans sur-
veyed knew that the Taliban and al-
Qaida were based in Afghanistan,
only 17 percent could find that
country on a world map,” the re-
lease reads.

Responses to 56 current events
and geography questions were only
slightly better. Here, the Americans
scored a “D” rather than an “F.” The
average number of questions cor-
rect, out of 56, was 23 for American
students.

American students’ knowledge
of U.S. geography was poor as well.
While 34 percent knew that the
“Survivor” show was filmed in the
South Pacific last season, only 30
percent could locate New Jersey on
a map. California and Texas were
the only states most students could
correctly locate.                              CJ

Unsafe Schools Open the Door to School Choice

By KAREN PALASEK
Assistant Editor

RALEIGH

The goals of adequate yearly progress
require states to develop a testing
system that will help document and

advance student progress. This means that
states must choose a type of test, or combi-
nation of tests, that fit the state’s adequate
yearly progress plan. Different tests are de-
signed to serve different purposes, how-
ever.

Norm-referenced tests

The norm-referenced test compares an
individual’s scores to those of others who
have already taken the same exam. As the
National Center for Fair and Open Testing
explains, most tests in this category are
multiple-choice exams, but some also in-
clude short-answer questions as well.

On a norm-referenced test, questions
refer to content found in nationally distrib-
uted texts and textbooks. They are not de-
signed to cover state-specific or local cur-
riculum content. When scores are reported,
they form a comparison to the “norming
group,“ those who have already taken the
same exam. Individual results are stated as
a percentile, which places the test-taker
among the ranks of all other test-takers. For
example, a test-taker ranked in the 49th per-
centile has scored as well or better than 49
percent of all those taking the same exam.

The selection of questions is important
in a norm-referenced test because test mak-
ers want to sort students along a bell-
shaped performance curve. For this reason,
test questions need not reflect complete con-
tent coverage for each subject. According
to the National Center for Fair and Open
Testing, “some questions may favor one
kind of student or another for reasons that
have nothing to do with the subject area
being tested.”

Why use norm-referenced tests at all,

then? Norm referenced tests allow compari-
son of students on a broad knowledge ba-
sis. They are intended, according to educa-
tors Lisa Keegan and William Orr in Ad-
equate Yearly Progress: Results, Not Process,
“a quick snapshot of the things most people
expect students to learn.”

The results can be strikingly similar to
those of criterion or standards referenced
tests, as studies show. Orr and Keegan,
speaking of the Arizona experience after
giving both types of tests, said, “If we lay
the results of these two tests next to each
other — understanding that there are tech-
nical differences in the administration of the
tests that make a perfect correlation impos-
sible — the results are still remarkably simi-
lar.” Arizona’s converted norm-referenced
tests “nearly mirror criterion-referenced test
results.”

Dangers of norm-referencing

Every major maker of norm-referenced
tests, according to the Fair and Open Tests
group, warns against using the tests for
promotion or repetition of a grade level. The
tests examine limited content knowledge,
are too general, and give the equivalent of
a “snapshot” of student performance on a
given day. For these reasons, they are not,
the group argues, a fair assessment in terms
of readiness for more advanced specific
learning.

Other concerns about norm-referenced
tests point to the emphasis on memorized
material rather than thinking skills, the
nearly exclusive use of the multiple-choice
question format, and the hefty change in
score that can result from one more ques-
tion wrong or right. The legitimate function
of these tests, they say, is in ranking stu-
dents against each other.

Criterion and standards based tests

Criterion-referenced tests measure spe-

cific knowledge and skills. At each grade
level, criterion-referenced tests evaluate
content knowledge to determine things
such as whether and when a student is
ready to advance to the next set of mate-
rial. Every state doesn’t tailor content to
produce a totally unique curriculum, but
all have some state-specific material.

For this type of testing, test questions
and teaching content must be well-
matched. The results form the basis for ad-
vancement, and without a good fit it is im-
possible to evaluate a student accurately.

Poorly aligned tests cannot discrimi-
nate between lack of mastery, or failure to
test what has been taught. For this reason,
accountability studies and testing quality
reviews, such as the Princeton Review, play
an important role in helping keep states on
track with their test design.

Drawbacks for criterion-based tests

Like their norm-referenced cousins,
most criterion-referenced tests are also
multiple choice. This type of question may
be best for some skills and content, and
weak for others. While this is a drawback
of the tests, constructing questions that re-
quire essays, short answers, or other dem-
onstrations of skills has problems of its own.

Recent experiences with the North
Carolina writing tests demonstrate this
point. Ideally, content-based tests present a
fairly complete and balanced picture of
what students have accomplished in a spe-
cific grade or course.

Options exist under the No Child Left
Behind Act for states to use both types of
tests. “They are designed for different pur-
poses and with distinct strengths and weak-
nesses,” Keegan and Orr said.

Further research, including the rolling-
average progress and value-added ap-
proaches, may yet demonstrate better ways
of assessing students, and informing par-
ents about where their children stand.    CJ

By KAREN PALASEK
Assistant Editor

RALEIGH

P ersistently dangerous schools now
stand to lose students. The school-
choice option under the No Child

Left Behind Act could present students with
an out, and like the failing-schools provi-
sion, leaves it to parents and school districts
to work out the details.

A “persistently dangerous“ school in
North Carolina has been defined as one in
which five or more violent offenses were
committed per 1,000 students during each
of the most recent two school years, with
the likelihood of crimes continuing in a
third consecutive year. The number of acts
per 1,000 students in North Carolina is now
at 9.482 annually, according to the Depart-
ment of Public Instruction. This is up from
6.083 per thousand in 2000-01.

Although a report in The News & Ob-
server of Raleigh notes that the percentage
of students reporting crimes has decreased
overall in the U.S., there is still a significant
incidence of school crime nationally. State
officials calculate that school violence in
North Carolina’s public schools increased
by about 28 percent over 2000-01 levels.

The unsafe school-choice option re-
quires districts to allow transfer to other,
safer schools for two reasons: 1) when a
school is “persistently dangerous,” and 2)
when a student becomes the victim of a vio-

lent crime at school. The provisions out-
lined at www.ed.gov.offices/OESE/SDFS/
unsafeschoolchoice.doc give guidance on
these issues.

Choice to the extent possible

While there is no guarantee that the
transfer school will meet the adequate
yearly progress requirement, the document
indicates that transfers
should take place to
schools that are making
adequate progress “to the
extent possible.“

The timeline for full
compliance with the un-
safe school-choice option
has been set for no later
than July 1, 2003. States
are directed to look for
trends in the data, or pat-
terns of incidents within the most recent
school year, to determine whether a school
should be designated as persistently dan-
gerous.

 Since states develop the criteria them-
selves, and then decide which schools fall
into the unsafe category, they may be re-
luctant to make the call. North Carolina re-
vised its own report on acts of violence in
schools shortly after it was initially released.
The Department of Public Instruction said
single incidents caused dual reporting, and

revised the figures downward.
A new process, Disciplinary Data Col-

lection, for collecting school crime and vio-
lence data was introduced by North
Carolina’s state board of education in No-
vember.  It replaces two previous reports,
the Suspension and Expulsion Report, and
the Annual Report on School Crime and
Violence.

Three new offenses have been added
to the list of 14 standing
acts of violence. These are
serious enough to be re-
ported to law enforce-
ment. The new crime that
principals must report
are bomb threats, posses-
sion of alcoholic bever-
ages, and burning of
school buildings. These
are added to possession
of a weapon (other than

a firearm or powerful explosive), posses-
sion of a controlled substance, assault with
or without serious injury or a weapon,
sexual assault, sexual offense, possession of
a firearm, robbery with or without a
weapon, taking indecent liberties, rape,
death (by unnatural causes), and kidnap-
ping.

Data for the report was based on a 100
percent response rate. Reports on violent in-
cidents are due at DPI , according to law,
by June 30 of each year.               CJ

State officials calcu-

late that school vio-

lence in the state’s

public schools in-

creased by 28 percent

over 2000-01 levels.
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What Works for Schools

McIver Elementary School Takes Pride in Educational Strides

By KAREN PALASEK
Assistant Editor

RALEIGH

W hat separates McIver Elemen-
tary School from a host of
schools serving like student

populations? Principal Jacqueline Wilson
boils it down to creating a cohesive envi-
ronment among the faculty and a solid con-
nection with students’ homes. Wilson also
maintains an open-door policy, keeps up
with the McIver alumni association, and
draws upon civic organizations to provide
incentives for her pupils.

The efforts seem to have paid off. In
2002, Halifax County’s McIver Elementary
had 84.5 percent of its students at or above
grade level, up consistently from earlier test
results. The school serves 219 students from
pre-K to fifth grades, about 91 percent of
them qualified for nutrition subsidies for
breakfast or lunch. About 96 percent of the
students are black. They don’t offer excuses
about minority or poverty, though, and
Wilson does a lot of communicating to keep
the school’s progress going.

Daily welcome at the door

Wilson has set the tone for McIver. Her
priorities are picked up by faculty as well
as students. Take the daily greeting that Wil-
son offers students as they step off the bus
in the morning. She makes it her personal
responsibility to be there, creating a physi-
cal presence and an impression in the minds
of her pupils. She extends this approach to
the school day, making announcements be-
fore and after school, circulating through
the classrooms to visit
throughout the day, and
stopping to get some first-
hand information about
what is going on there.

According to Wilson,
the enthusiasm extends to
the staff as well. “The staff
at McIver takes great
pride in their work. They
truly exemplify the ‘team
concept.’ McIver has
strong parental and com-
munity support,” she said.

Among the community-support ele-
ments are McIver alumni. A former high
school, McIver now serves the children and
grandchildren of some of its graduates.
Every year, Wilson said, the McIver alumni
association donates money to the school.

But a number of students at the school
have parents who never finished high
school. According to responses to the North

Carolina Education Alliance survey, these
parents are “at a disadvantage to help their
children with their studies.” Other difficult
factors, not necessarily unique to the school,
are the number of single-parent households,
and the number of children being raised by
grandparents.

Strategies for staff and students

Wilson lists teamwork as a recurring
theme for success at
McIver. Improvement, in
her estimation, results
from a combination of el-
ements: sticking to the
standard course of study,
testing on a six-week in-
terval, continuing staff
development in reading,
writing and math, and
active pursuit of feed-
back. Wilson said her
staff makes use of the

disaggregated data from test results to di-
rect and plan instruction. And like her per-
sonal greeting to each student at the bus,
she monitors the school program closely.

A high degree of personal supervision
by the principal does not mean that staff
plays a secondary role. Survey responses
credit teachers, as well as teachers’ assis-
tants, with much of the progress McIver has
made. Teacher assistants, Wilson said, play

a particularly important role. Along with
regular teachers, classroom assistants work
with students who have exceptional edu-
cational needs. These are students whose
needs do not fit into regular classroom les-
son plans. Staff training and development
takes place throughout the year, and in-

cludes all classroom personnel. Weekly ses-
sions between teachers and assistants allow
for information sharing and planning.

Communication is the key

Teaching practices in place at McIver
don’t seem unique, when compared to
other schools. The standard course of study
governs lesson planning at McIver, as in
many schools. All schools make an effort
to identify pupils with special, or acute dif-
ficulties. And many schools, like McIver,
have the support of local organizations. For
example, the Kiwanis Club recognizes a
“student of the month” from McIver, and
the local Chamber of Commerce supports
a mentoring program called “lunch bud-
dies.”

Similar community support is extended
to many schools in the state. Because of
close connections with past students and
civic groups, Wilson describes McIver as “a
community school providing facilities for
community use.” This attitude couples with
the participation of parents and grandpar-
ents, who “visit the classrooms frequently”
and support the school’s annual fund
drives.

McIver also has a low teacher turnover
rate, and just one recent departure. Wilson’s
response to survey questions on staff com-
mitment reflect her belief that staff morale
is high. “I feel teachers at McIver are gen-
erally happy,” she said.               CJ

She makes it her per-

sonal responsibility to

be there, creating a

physical presence and

an impression in the

minds of her pupils.

McIver Elementary School

Investor Politics
The New Force That Will Transform American Business,

Government, and Politics in the 21st Century

“John Hood has produced a timely and informative account of the most

significant demographic shift of this century — the rise of a shareholder

democracy in America.”            — Jack Kemp

“Investor Politics is chock-full of interesting historical anecdotes, clever

policy analysis, and surprising musings.”                  — National Review

“John Hood offers many astute observations about the reasons govern-

ment social programs are imperiled.”

— Greensboro News & Record

“I highly recommend Investor Politics to any reader interested in under-

standing how our government turned into an entitlement trough.”

— Kevin Hassett, AEI

“Hood has delivered a thoughtful and very engaging text that will help

move the debate from last century’s entitlement-dependent view of

society to the country’s Jeffersonian roots of self-reliance”

          — Chris Edwards, Cato Institute

Look for Investor Politics in bookstores or at www.TempletonPress.org.
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Carolina Journal Weekly Report for Executives is your antidote to wa-

tered down media coverage of state politics and policy. North Carolina

has hundreds of newspapers. But from those hundreds of papers, only

a handful of reporters are assigned to Raleigh. And how many of them

do you think write from a free-market frame of mind?

In Carolina Journal Weekly Report, you get unfiltered weekly cover-

age of state government from experienced reporters who have actu-

ally read the Federalist Papers. Our reporters attend committee meet-

ings and interview lawmakers face-to-face, so you get the stories first-

hand. To subscribe, email cjwr@johnlocke.org or call (919) 828-3876.

Weekly Report
for Executives



Course of the Month

Unkindest cut of all at Duke

This month’s installment of CM

could more accurately be entitled
“department of the month.” The
lucky designee is Duke University’s
English Department, which has fi-
nally done what Stanley Fish could
not: trash the Shakespeare, Milton,
and Chaucer requirement for trendy
politics and other substitutions for
knowing English literature.

According to the Duke Chronicle
Nov. 13, 2002,

The revised [English] major, ap-
proved last month by the University,
will model itself in part on the freshman
FOCUS Program, asking students to
concentrate on a specific topic through
focus clusters of about three linked
courses. ... Possible clusters include The
History of the Book, Creative Writing,
Theory of the Novel, Gender and Sexu-
ality, The Science of Literature, and Psy-
choanalysis and Literature. Students
will also have the option to design their
own focus in a chosen field. ... Gone is
the old requirement of at least one course
in the work of Shakespeare, Chaucer or
Milton; the new curriculum assumes
these authors will be read and does not
prescribe a course, Baucom said.

The field of English literature is
generally prey to such silliness be-
cause it is such a disparate field.
Nevertheless, the uninitiated gener-
ally assume that a degree in English
denotes a greater familiarity with the
greatest writers in the English lan-
guage than, say, an engineer or even
a plumber. The uninitiated also gen-
erally assume that a degree in engi-
neering denotes a greater familiar-
ity with engineering concepts than,
say, an English major or even a
plumber. The truth of the one
doesn’t necessarily imply the truth
of the other, however.

“We have grown with the
times,” Associate Professor of En-
glish Susan Willis told the Chronicle
in a revealing admission.

In 1996, the National Alumni Fo-
rum, now the American Council of
Trustees and Alumni, published
“The Shakespeare File: What English
Majors Are Really Studying,” which
showed the trend (now thoroughly
joined by Duke) in English depart-
ments away from requiring the
field’s greats in favor of pop culture,
sexuality, and other avant-garde
twaddle.

“Individuals will be exposed to
popular culture their whole lives;
college is the time for studying
something deeper and more endur-
ing,” the study states. “A college cur-
riculum should not be a do-it-your-
self kit. It is the faculty’s responsi-
bility — with administrative support
— to create rigorous, challenging
course of study that ensures that the
student will be fully prepared for a
successful career and thoughtful
life.”

And why is that? It takes an or-
ganization outside academe to make
the case that professors of English
should: “This country cannot expect
a generation raised on gangster films
and sex studies to maintain its lead-
ership of the world. Or even its unity
as a nation. Shakespeare has shaped
our language and our culture. His
works provide a common frame of
references that helps unite us into a
single community of discourse.” CJ

North Carolina’s Major Universities
Continue to Chase Diversity…
By JON SANDERS
Assistant Editor

RALEIGH

The diversity movement continues
apace in North Carolina higher edu-
cation. Universities continue to ex-

pend resources in pursuit of diversity, a
term generally used to refer to having an
appropriate mix of students and faculty of
different races, genders, and sexual prefer-
ences, as well as course offerings tailored
to that mix.

The most successful in this pursuit have
been the University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill and Duke University, which
ranked Nos. 1 and 3 in the latest diversity
survey by the Journal of Blacks in Higher Edu-
cation. The JBHE survey gauges diversity
according to a university’s freshman class’s
percentage of black students. It looks only
at the top universities according to the
rankings done by U.S. News & World Report.
At UNC-CH, 12.5 percent of freshmen were
black, and at Duke, 10.4 percent were black.

The ‘campus climate’ for diversity

In late October, UNC-Wilmington re-
leased a report on “The Status of Ethnic
Diversity” at UNCW. Formed April 4, the
committee was charged with examining
four issues: how UNCW can “attract, retain,
and graduate more African-American stu-
dents,” how UNCW can “attract and retain
more minority faculty,” what UNCW’s
“campus climate regarding ethnic diver-
sity” is, and “[w]hat steps should be taken
to achieve these goals.”

The report states that “the university
should develop a definition of diversity
which shows a clear linkage that permeates
mission, programming, service, educational
essence, and curriculum.” The committee
made 21 findings regarding UNCW and
diversity; in general, the committee found
a lack of institutional support for diversity
in terms of the makeup of administration,
faculty, staff, and students; community re-
lations; departmental actions; student re-
cruiting and how the K-12 schools prepare
minorities for college work; and campus
social and entertainment activities.

A host of recommendations accompany
those findings. Among them are the
committee’s calls for a new associate pro-
vost for diversity at UNCW, a commission
of diversity to develop a “Five-Year Diver-
sity Plan,” make “[a]ll public presentations
such as the UNC-Wilmington website and
publications present a diversity message,”
and sensitivity training for faculty.

At N.C. State University,
James Anderson, vice provost
for undergraduate affairs, re-
cently announced the begin-
ning of N.C. State’s own “com-
prehensive, ongoing assess-
ment of the climate for diver-
sity” at the university. In a let-
ter published Nov. 1 by the stu-
dent newspaper, Technician,
Anderson said an ad hoc com-
mittee of faculty, staff, and stu-
dents had spent several months
working on a plan for the as-
sessment, and that the first two
years would be focused on
“student perspectives.”

Anderson said the decision
to start this diversity assessment “was
driven by many factors, especially N.C.
State’s desire to associate diversity with
quality, excellence and effectiveness.”

The intellectual cost of diversity

At Duke University, however, a debate
erupted in the pages of the Duke Chronicle
over just such an association. Responding
to Dean of the Arts and Sciences William
Chafe’s call for increasing faculty diversity,
student economic diversity, and diversity
in course offerings, economics Professor E.
Roy Weintraub said Duke’s choice “to
spend its money and energy on increasing
diversity” was coming at the expense of
“the development of an ever-more distin-
guished faculty” at Duke, noting Duke
faculty’s “unflattering” lack of “Nobel
Prizes, memberships in the National Acad-
emy of Science, Pulitzer Prizes, Fields Med-
als, John Bates Clark Medals, etc.”

“Any college has a limited resource of
not only money but administrative energy,”
Weintraub wrote in a letter to the Chronicle
Oct. 31. “Duke makes choices at the mar-
gin in every resource allocation decision
and every programmatic expenditure.
Have we chosen to settle for using our re-
sources to achieve a more diverse faculty
instead of a more intellectually distin-
guished one? The record of the past decade
seems to indicate that the answer is ‘yes.’”

Chafe responded on Nov. 7. “Among
those faculty we have recruited as part of
our commitment to diversity are winners
of the Pulitzer Prize, Guggenheim Fellow-
ships, and major book and scientific
awards,” he wrote. “This is not an either/
or objective: diversity or excellence. Rather
it is pursuit of both — and I believe we have
demonstrated success in that pursuit.”

Shortly thereafter, John Staddon, James
B. Duke professor of psychological and
brain sciences, responded in support of
Weintraub on the basis of logic.

“The argument against selecting for
diversity is an example of a more general
principle: Even if ability is equally distrib-
uted, if you limit your search you will of-
ten fail to hire the best person available,”
Staddon wrote in a letter published Nov.
11.

Using an example of recruiting on the
basis of “regional diversity” (as opposed to
recruiting on the basis of gender and racial
diversity), Staddon showed how limiting a
search to a specific region increased the
odds that the university would miss out on
a top-quality hire.

“In short,” Staddon wrote, “hiring for
diversity is necessarily in opposition to hir-
ing for excellence.” On the other hand, if
the university chooses hiring for excellence,
then “[d]iversity will occur as an outcome,
not as a goal, at no cost in terms of quality.
This seems to many of us to be the proper
course.”

Staddon suggested that the university
could find a way out of that dilemma if it
could articulate a stronger defense of hir-
ing for diversity than its “usual tactic [of
holding] up ‘diversity’ as a self-evident
good.”

”What we need is an explicit defense
of the specific preference that is being ad-
vocated,” Staddon said. “What are the goals
— social, political, cultural or whatever —
to be served by restricting hiring to a par-
ticular group? How should these goals be
weighed against excellence in the disci-
pline? Let’s hear a real defense of the di-
versity policy, not just denials of the ineluc-
table conflict between diversity and disci-
plinary excellence.”               CJ

For most colleges, diversity is only skin deep.

No other leadership group in this coun-
try has the power to foster America’s ideal vi-
sion of diversity, especially among those
Americans who do not consider it in their best
self-interest to embrace diversity, those who
occupy high status roles and see no need to
foster greater inclusion, as well as those who
do not believe there is a payoff for greater ef-
fort because they have been denied equal edu-
cational opportunity. Higher education is es-
pecially important to eradicate the lingering
consequences of years of unequal treatment
suffered by some ethnic minorities, as well as
the most onerous effects of birth into unfavor-
able circumstances. No matter what else may
befall an adult, higher education mitigates the
worst aspects of living in the American soci-
ety…

Diversity in the ideal American context
is much more that mere desegregation, which

means changing numerical ratios. Diversity is
more closely akin to integration, and in its tru-
est form, moves us toward perfection, for ex-
ample, a more perfect union. Diversity will see
separate parts united to form a more complete,
harmonious, coordinate, identity.

It will reflect the common and equal mem-
bership of individuals from groups that differ
in some significant attribute. True diversity is
characterized by moral, psychological and so-
cial solidarity, close cooperation, and coherency
of both form and function among members
within the whole, e.g., the university, a com-
munity, and America…

Given the condition of true diversity in
America and North Carolina, the university
should develop a definition of diversity which
shows a clear linkage that permeates mission,
programming, service, educational essence, and
curriculum. Despite a dearth of students, fac-

ulty, and other leaders from specific minor-
ity cultures on the campus, efforts must be
directed toward making students comfortable,
successful beyond academics, and more in-
formed with a higher degree of tolerance for
all cultures. Integration of education will
stress perspectives, interaction, and inclusion
from the great universe of ideas. All educa-
tional entities in this nation are bound to
deliver an education that strengthens
America, communities, and individuals.

If such an education is successful, the
resulting American culture will be more
stable, safe, thriving, and free. Citizens will
have the material and psychological where-
withal to pursue the American Dream, and
will be relatively free from the onslaughts
from other citizens, as well as more able to
withstand such onslaughts if and when they
should occur.

Excerpt from the UNC-Wilmington report on “The Status of Ethnic Diversity”
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Should a university chancellor be “inside” or
“outside” the university? A committee at the
University of North Carolina at Wilmington

ponders the question while searching for a replace-
ment for Chancellor James Leutze.

Leutze, an outside kind of guy, served his time
building “partnerships,” feeding the media, soliciting
donors and voters, promoting his causes and “repre-
senting the university” to the state legislature — in a
word, lobbying. While lawyers and former legislators
rank highly as the state’s top lobbyists, chancellors
don’t show up on the list. But maybe they should.

Lobbyists follow public
money, want government to
work in their favor, and repre-
sent special interests. Universi-
ties are powerful forces in all
these arenas, and Leutze has
done his part to expand the
UNCW beyond its ivy walls.

State education employees
lobbying for more tax money is
problematic. Aside from bla-
tant conflict of interest, it di-
verts attention from real edu-
cational needs and wastes
money. To a lobbyist the solu-
tion to all education problems is more spending.
“There is not a single problem on the campus that
more money wouldn’t solve or significantly address,”
Leutze told the committee.

It’s simply not true that more spending will solve
our education problems. Spending has increased, but
are students better educated?

During the past 10 years UNC spending per stu-
dent has increased 15 percent. Since 2000, taxpayers
funded massive spending for campus construction.
While huge amounts of public money have poured
into the state university, return on public investment
is low. Many students linger unproductively on cam-
pus. Only half of enrolled undergraduates complete
a degree in four years. Lower admissions standards
allow entry to youngsters ill-prepared for college-level
study and push the university into offering “reme-
dial” courses, which wastes time. Few university stu-
dents are required to complete a solid core curricu-
lum. The university proliferates “trivial and airy”
courses. And on it goes. While in denial or looking
the other way, university officials increase their power
at public expense. Lobbying feeds on itself.

Lobbyist chancellors, like politicians, fall into the
false promise trap. During the higher education bonds
campaign in 2000, university people and their sup-
porters promised voters that taxes would not go up if
residents voted to spend $3.1 billion on new construc-
tion. University officials provided “information”
showing how they would benefit when voters passed
the bond referendum. Predictably, taxes were raised
when legislators paid out budget-busting interest on
the huge bond debt. Whether they were ignorant of
the consequences or deliberately misleading, UNC
officials are unaccountable and silent on the issue.

We who support the university should demand a
chancellor who will improve productivity and infuse
vigor into the educational process: raising admissions
standards; demanding a core curriculum of math, sci-
ence, history, economics, and literature; reducing
teaching assistants and part-timers; rewarding excel-
lent teaching (rather than emphasizing research);
eliminating fluff and social agenda courses. We need
a chancellor who will lead to solve these problems.
But apparently these inside jobs are unimportant to
university administrators.

Our state university ought to be internally better,
not bigger. An “inside” chancellor with courage and
vision could add value to our education investment.
All segments of society would benefit. Talented, un-
biased faculty would respect this kind of academic
leadership, serious students would have confidence
and trust that they are being properly educated, and
employers would be more satisfied with the univer-
sity products. And, of course, parents and taxpayers
would be pleased to know their money is not being
wasted.                  CJ

Should Chancellors
Be Lobbyists Too?

… While Students Decry Schools’
Intolerance of Ideological Diversity
By JON SANDERS
Assistant Editor

RALEIGH

‘Down with ‘Diversity,’” proclaims the October
 2002 cover of New Sense magazine at Duke Uni-
 versity, published by the students of the Duke

Conservative Union. “Trampling UNC’s Intellectual Diver-
sity,” proclaimed the March 2002 cover of Carolina Review,
a conservative student publication at the University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill. The Review cover, which
featured a grinning donkey treading underfoot the word
“DIVERSITY,” also asked, “If all your professors are Demo-
crats, is Carolina diverse?”

Those student publications reflect a growing trend at
colleges nationwide. It takes universities’ manifold pro-
nouncements in favor of diversity seriously, and questions
why the collegiate notion of “diversity” apparently doesn’t
include conservatives.

This fall conservatives at UNC-Wilmington have criti-
cized a search committee for a new chancellor as politi-
cally biased because only three of 19 committee members
were Republican. They have also criticized the universi-
ties’ “unwarranted searches” of the private email messages
of a conservative professor and a conservative student “at
the behest of a liberal professor and her child, a prominent
liberal activist at UNCW,” and the refusal by the
university’s Women’s Resource Center to publish informa-
tion about pro-life groups on their website alongside the
information they publish about pro-abortion groups.

In November, a junior at Amherst presented a case for
the creation of a new “diversity seat” on the Amherst stu-
dent senate, which already has “diversity seats” set aside
for gays, Hispanics, and foreign students.

“It ought to go without saying that conservative stu-
dents have been silenced on this campus,” argued the stu-
dent, Theodore Hertzberg, who also noted that “[t]here is
only one conservative among this year’s faculty.”

Hertzberg’s attempt was voted
down, but it was enough to prove his
point that diversity seats were just “a
way of giving preference to favored
groups on campus.” As Boston Globe col-
umnist Jeff Jacoby wrote, “what better
way to prove the point than for a disfa-
vored group to apply — citing exactly the
criteria used to justify the other ‘diver-
sity’ set-asides — and get turned down?”

As Jacoby wrote, a similar attempt
(with a similar point) was made at Tufts
University. There a conservative student named Rob
Lichter made the doomed-to-fail case for a “cultural rep-
resentative” slot for conservatives in Tufts’ student gov-
ernment.

“Conservatives are a distinct minority here at Tufts,
and consequently, the concerns of our community are not
adequately represented,” Lichter wrote in The Tufts Daily.
“Conservative students have been harassed and physically
assaulted, their media stolen and vandalized. Hate mes-
sages have been scrawled on bathroom walls and dorm
whiteboards, and individuals have been verbally berated
and ridiculed… Has the Senate passed a resolution asking
for dialogue with conservatives? No. Has the Bias Response
Team [considered] these problems with the same serious-
ness they show other minorities? No.”

More uniformly liberal than the media

The American Enterprise magazine’s September 2002
issue featured an article by Karl Zinsmeister entitled “The
Shame of America’s One-Party Campuses,” in which
Zinsmeister examined faculty political affiliation at 21 uni-
versities, including Harvard, Stanford, Cornell, Brown,
Berkeley, UCLA, Davidson, and others. Zinsmeister found
small (usually single-digit) proportions of faculties affili-
ated with political parties on the Right (Republican or Lib-
ertarian), while the overwhelming majority were affiliated
with parties on the Left (Democrat, Green, or Working
Families). At Davidson, for instance, 91 percent of the fac-
ulty were registered on the Left.

“Even the press corps isn’t this uniformly liberal,”
opined The Wall Street Journal on receiving the TAE study.
“That this lack of faculty diversity eludes university ad-
ministrators is especially interesting given the totality of
their efforts to reorder all other aspects of campus life based
on that principle.”

A poll conducted last winter by the Luntz Research
Companies found only 3 percent of professors at Ivy
League colleges identified themselves as Republican, while
twice as many (6 percent) identified themselves as Greens
and 19 times as many (57 percent) identified themselves
as Democrats. The Luntz survey also found that 80 per-
cent of Ivy League professors voted for the Democrat can-
didate for president, Al Gore, while only 9 percent voted
for the Republican candidate, George W. Bush.

Carolina Review’s March issue found that more than
four-fifths of faculty members in the departments they
surveyed at UNC-CH were registered Democrats.

“Everyone seems to agree that more diversity is es-
sential to improving the intellectual en-
vironment on campus,” wrote Deb
McCown for the Review. “What is not
clear is what exactly ‘diversity’ requires.”

At Duke, despite “mouthing an al-
legiance to noble ideals of diversity,”
wrote Bill English in New Sense, admin-
istrators and students in decision-mak-
ing roles “use their positions to shape a
public square that, rather than featuring
a multiplicity of views, advances their
personal, ideological agendas.”

English said that “the most perverse manifestation of
the diversity hoax” at Duke were the speakers brought by
Duke’s Major Speakers Committee, which has brought sev-
eral leftists to campus (“Ralph Nader, Jesse Jackson, Jocelyn
Elders, Al Frankin, Carl Bernstein, Spike Lee, Joe
Lieberman, and Gloria Steinem”) and only one speaker
who could be considered right of center (Chief Justice of
the Supreme Court William Rehnquist).

The Center for the Study of Popular Culture has be-
gun a campaign to bring ideological diversity to college
campuses. “How can [students] be getting a good educa-
tion when they’re only getting half the story?” asks CSPC
founder David Horowitz.

In 1999 a law student at Berkeley, David Wienir, and
Marc Berley, executive director of the Foundation for Aca-
demic Standards and Tradition, published a compilation
of Berkeley law students’ essays on what “diversity” re-
ally means at Berkeley. Their book, The Diversity Hoax, con-
tained essays from students across the political spectrum
who described the frustrating and frightening ways that
the former home of the “Free Speech Movement” now al-
lowed speech from the Right to be stifled.

“For the bulk of universities and colleges, diversity
means race quotas, sex quotas, and programs to insure that
representative forms of sexual deviancy becomes an ac-
cepted norm,” wrote Walter Williams in an Aug. 28 col-
umn.

Williams said this “Phony Diversity” means “your son
or daughter will be taught that the Founders of United
States were racists and sexists; capitalism is a tool used to
oppress women and minorities; literature and philosophy
written by ‘dead white men’ is a tool of exploitation; one
person’s vision of reality is just as valid as another’s; one
set of cultural values (maybe the Taliban’s) is just as good
as another; poverty is caused by rich people; and America
is destroying the planet.”            CJ

UNC-CH Faculty Political Affiliation,
Select Departments, 2001-02

Dept. Dem Rep Unaf
African & Afro-   81%   0% 19%
American Studies
English   88   5   7
History   93   3   4
Philosophy   74 13 13
Social Work   89   7   4
Sociology   81 13   6
Journalism & Mass   77 13 10
Communication
Political Science   79 12   9
Women’s Studies 100   0   0

(Key: Dem = Democrat, Rep = Republican, Unaf = Un-
affiliated.)

Source: Carolina Review, March 2002

“If all your professors

are Democrats, is

Carolina diverse?”

asks the March 2002

cover of Carolina Re-

view.
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N.C. State’s $71 Million Hotel
Gets Approval From LegislatureTop 10 Nuttiest Campus Events

In N.C. Higher Education 2002

Bats in the Belltower

10. Duke vs. the pickle giant
Pressured by student activists, Duke

boycotts the Mt. Olive Pickle Company,
citing unfair labor conditions. Duke,
however, doesn’t cite specific complaints
against the company, saying the allega-
tions by the students were enough. Duke
ended the boycott in August.

9. Lunatics “teach-in” at UNC-CH
Among the “facts” brought to light:

Black Americans aren’t really patriotic,
despite appearances to the contrary; this
whole war is just about oil; however, it’s
also because Iraq is becoming indepen-
dent from the United States; America is
a greater terrorist threat than Iraq, any-
way; Bush is another Hitler; and where
the war’s not about oil and Iraqi inde-
pendence, it’s about racism against the
brown soldiers on both sides.

8. In-state tuition for illegal immigrants
Senate Bill 812, sponsored by Sen.

William N. Martin, D-Guilford, would
have granted in-state tuition at UNC
schools to illegal immigrants who had
attended North Carolina high schools
for two years and graduated.

7. Fledgling politicos help themselves
This past spring the student “lead-

ers” of the UNC Association of Student
Governments, fond of telling students
they fight to lower their costs, got the
UNC Board of Governors to pass a
systemwide increase in student fees that
would benefit (who else?) the UNCASG.
It increased the UNCASG’s budget by
6,600 percent, from $2,500 to $165,000.
Andrew Payne, UNCASG president (a
position slotted to receive $4,000 from
the increase), greeted the news just like
a grown-up graft-grabbing politician,
saying the increase meant that “[t]he
170,000 students in this state have
reached a new level of empowerment.”

6. Former terrorist invited to Duke to
denounce the U.S. war on terror

Duke’s Women’s Studies Depart-
ment and the Black Student Alliance
sponsored a talk by Elaine Brown, the
first woman to head the domestic terror-
ist organization the Black Panther Party.
Naturally, Brown called the U.S. govern-
ment fascist, called the war on terror “the
Bush s—,” said Secretary of State Colin
Powell was “unqualified and danger-
ous,” called National Security Adviser
Condoleezza Rice “really crazy,” pro-
nounced President George W. Bush “stu-
pid” and a “cokehead,” and charged that
“Laura Bush killed her ex-fiance.”

5. New programs for hurt feelings
UNC-Chapel Hill has begun a new

certificate program in “Sexuality Stud-
ies,” in part “[b]ecause of widespread
social stigmatization and discrimination
against sexual minorities,” according to
the provost’s planning committee re-
port. A gay committee member tells The
News & Observer of Raleigh that the “en-
vironment [at Chapel Hill] makes us feel
terrible. It makes us feel unwelcome.”

UNC-Wilmington, meanwhile, has
announced an initiative called “Project
B-GLAD” (for “Bisexuals, Gays, Lesbi-
ans, and Allies for Diversity”) whose
main reason for existence is “finding an

avenue to address homophobia and in-
tolerance towards gays and lesbians.”

4. State senator hired at WCU
State Sen. Steve Metcalf, D-Bun-

combe, was hired as director of local
government relations for Western Caro-
lina University. His position involves
promoting regional economic develop-
ment and requires him to raise 25 per-
cent of his salary each year. Citizens,
newspapers, fellow legislators, profes-
sors, and higher-education critics de-
nounced the move as an obvious con-
flict of interest.

3. (tie) $520K plus for admins on leave
While university lobbyists tell leg-

islators that there’s nothing left to cut,
according to The N & O of Raleigh of
Dec. 3, “[Vice Chancellor and General
Counsel Susan H.] Ehringhaus vacated
her administrative offices by Oct. 21 and
…will receive benefits and her $188,321
salary through Aug. 31, 2004 [and also]
up to $40,000 in travel expenses…
[A]nother former administrator, Susan
T. Kitchen, who resigned July 1 as vice
chancellor for student affairs… earned
$143,291 last year [and] will be paid
through June 30, 2003, for a ‘research
leave’ to study best practices in student
affairs.”

3. (tie) Embezzlement at UNC schools
While university lobbyists tell leg-

islators that there’s nothing left to cut,
according to The N & O of Raleigh of
Nov. 24, property theft and misuse at
UNC campuses included: “UNC-
Chapel Hill paid tens of thousands of
dollars for goods and services never
received,” including “more than $49,000
for advertising in nonexistent publica-
tions”; N.C. State placed someone with
a criminal record in a position “where
she had access to departmental credit
cards” and who subsequently “made
personal expenditures with state
funds”; at least $34,000 has been stolen
by employees at five UNC schools, in-
cluding $78,000 from the campus book-
store at N.C. Central and $67,000 from
the campus radio station of Winston-Sa-
lem State; $157,000 had been stolen or
misused in the past 10 years by the man-
ager of a scholars program at UNC-CH;
and N.C. State had reported more than
$265,000 in possible theft and misuse
this year.

2. UNC-CH teaches freshmen about the
Koran, leaving out controversial parts

(No further delineation necessary.)

1. UNCW e-rifles through First-Amend-
ment-citing professor’s e-mail

Prof. Mike Adams replied to all the
recipients of a student’s blame-America
e-mail, saying, “The Constitution pro-
tects your speech just as it has protected
bigoted, unintelligent, and immature
speech for many years. But, remember,
when you exercise your rights you open
yourself up to criticism that is protected
by the same principles.” Eine Minute,
Herr Doktor; ve are not so sure of zat, said
UNCW officials, who ransacked
Adams’ email messages looking for evi-
dence of threats or libel against the stu-
dent, finding nicht.                                CJ

By JON SANDERS
Assistant Editor

RALEIGH

On Dec. 4 a legislative
commission allowed
North Carolina State

University’s proposal to build
a hotel and conference center
on its Centennial Campus to
proceed. The approval came
after the University of North
Carolina Board of Governors
approved the project in No-
vember.

The university’s proposal
was scaled down from its ear-
lier cost projections of $85 million to $71
million and the project delayed until 2005.
A nonprofit entity set up by the university
would issue $66.5 million in bonds to fi-
nance the project, which includes a 250-
room hotel and conference center and an
18-hole, Arnold Palmer golf course. The
UNC board required N.C. State to furnish
$12 million in gifts, grants, and project sav-
ings to bring the public debt to $54.5 mil-
lion by five years after the bonds are issued.

The last step for the proposal is to pass
the scrutiny of the Council of State, which
comprises the governor and other elected
state executives and will decide whether to
approve the project’s land lease.

Critics of the project complained that

Supreme Court Agrees to Hear
Michigan Case on Racial Preferences
By JON SANDERS
Assistant Editor

RALEIGH

B y next June the nation’s highest
court could finally issue a much-
needed clarification of the constitu-

tionality of using racial considerations in
college admissions decisions. The Supreme
Court took up two cases in which white ap-
plicants argued that their applications to the
University of Michigan and its law school
were turned down because of their race.
Internal admissions documents show that
the university and its law school evaluated
white applicants and minority applicants
on different scales of admissibility.

The cases offers the court its first chance
to rule on race-preferential admissions since
the landmark 1978 decision Regents of the
University of California v. Bakke, which was
the only time the court ruled on the issue.
The court nearly ruled on a similar issue in
1997 in the case of Piscataway v. Taxman,
which involved a race-preferential hiring
policy at a New Jersey high school. Con-
cerned that a decision would end race-pref-
erential policies in hiring and admissions
decisions, however, a coalition of civil-
rights groups brought the case to an end
by cobbling together a last-minute mon-
etary settlement with the plaintiff.

This time, however, even civil-rights
groups have petitioned the court to take up
the Michigan cases, Gratz v. Bollinger (con-
cerning undergraduate admissions) and
Grutter v. Bollinger (concerning law-school
admissions). The reason there is so much
interest in the court reviewing those cases
is the confusion over what the court actu-
ally said about racial preferences in Bakke.

In that decision, Justice Lewis F. Powell
Jr. wrote a nuanced opinion in favor of the
limited use of race-based admissions to en-
sure a racially diverse campus. None of the
other justices, however, signed Powell’s

opinion. Four ruled that a racial quota sys-
tem (used by UC in discriminating against
Allan Bakke, a white medical-school appli-
cant) violated the 1964 Civil Rights Act. The
other four ruled that race used as a crite-
rion in admissions decisions was permis-
sible. Powell agreed with the four that a
racial quota system was unconstitutional
but stated there was a compelling state in-
terest in intellectual diversity but not simple
ethnic diversity, so that colleges could use
an applicant’s race as a “‘plus’ factor.”

Although Powell’s opinion received no
other signatories, its apparent endorsement
of using race in admissions decisions has
driven collegiate admissions practices since,
leading to numerous lawsuits. Now there
is a large division in the federal courts of
appeals on the issue. The Sixth Circuit and
the Ninth Circuit (concerning racial prefer-
ences at the University of Washington Law
School) have now both ruled in favor of the
“diversity” rationale for using racial con-
siderations in admissions decisions, which
the Fifth Circuit, in Hopwood v. Texas, re-
jected. Furthermore, the 11th Circuit was
unique in its ruling against the University
of Georgia’s racial points system of admis-
sions that the use of racial considerations
in admissions decisions must be “narrowly
tailored” to Powell’s diversity rationale.

Apart from Piscataway, the court has
passed on previous cases involving racial
preferences. In 2001 it declined for a sec-
ond time to review Hopwood (it had declined
on it previously in 1996). Also in 2001, the
court dismissed without comment or dis-
sent an appeal of the Ninth Circuit’s deci-
sion favoring racial preferences at Washing-
ton. The University of Georgia declined to
appeal the Ninth Circuit’s decision that
same year. In 1998 the Court declined to
review Farmer v. Nevada, concerning race-
preferential hiring policies at the Univer-
sity of Nevada.               CJ

the 38-member Joint Commission on Gov-
ernmental Operations hurried its consider-
ation in order to give it approval before the
new legislature took office. A dozen mem-
bers of the current committee were retiring
or had been defeated in the recent election.

Critics’ main concern over the project
is that it would pull business from private
hotels and centers, representing in effect a
public university’s interests competing with
private industries’. N.C. State Chancellor
Marye Anne Fox told the committee of the
project’s importance to the Centennial Cam-
pus and how it would benefit private firms
in partnership with N.C. State. Fox sug-
gested that the project’s cost to local hotels
would be minimal.                             CJ
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Feminists like to say

Title IX has ‘leveled the

playing field’ for female

athletes, a somewhat

Robespierrean take on

the matter.
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By JON SANDERS
Assistant Editor

RALEIGH

T itle IX of the Education Amend-
ments of 1972 states in its preamble,
“No person in the U.S. shall, on the

basis of sex be excluded from participation
in, or denied the benefits of, or be subjected
to discrimination under any educational
program or activity receiving federal aid.”

It’s hard to imagine that such a state-
ment of nondiscrimination could cause the
kind of trouble it not only has caused but
also is still causing. Nonetheless, the legis-
lation has been subject to a succession of
bureaucratic “interpretations” that have
practically twisted it into the legal trappings
of a quota system.

Three prongs of confusion

Title IX is interpreted by the Office of
Civil Rights, the agency within the U.S.
Department of Education. Title IX compli-
ance wasn’t fully expected until 1978, fol-
lowing two grace periods of three years
each, the original one ending in 1975, and
the other (begun after Congress passed
regulations for the implementation of Title
IX) ending in 1978. In 1979, confusion over
what the legislation actually required
prompted the Education Department to is-
sue a policy interpretation that put forth a
three-prong test for compliance with Title
IX. In 1984, the Supreme
Court muddied the wa-
ters further by ruling that
Title IX applied only to
education programs re-
ceiving direct federal
support, which basically
took athletics off the Title
IX hook. Congress, how-
ever, put athletics back on
the hook in its 1988 revi-
sions of the law.

Meanwhile, the Edu-
cation Department’s three-pronged test for
compliance itself proved exceedingly ob-
scure, prompting legislators to call on the
department for a more explicit policy inter-
pretation. The Education Department re-
sponded in 1996 with its report, “Clarifica-
tion of Intercollegiate Athletics Policy Guid-
ance.” That report, however, itself lacked
clarity.

The OCR requires universities to meet
only one of the following three prongs to
comply with Title IX:

1) Substantial proportionality. To meet
this prong, a university’s proportion of fe-
male athletes must be about the same as its

proportion of fe-
male undergradu-
ates. In practice, this
is the most impor-
tant prong because,
as The Chronicle of
Higher Education re-
ported Dec. 5, “the
Education Depart-
ment and the courts
have indicated that
universities that
meet the substan-
tial-proportionality standard are essentially
immune from lawsuits and complaints filed
with the department’s Office of Civil
Rights.”

2) “History and continuing practice.”
Universities meeting this prong must dem-
onstrate that although they lack substantial
proportionality, they have expanded and
are still expanding athletics opportunities
for women (“the underrepresented sex”).

3) “Fully and effectively accommodating
interests and abilities of the underrepresented
sex.” Universities meeting this prong must
show that although they lack substantial
proportionality, they are meeting all the ath-
letic needs of women on campus.

Under the Clinton administration, the
scope of Title IX expanded dramatically to
include scholarships, salaries for coaches of
men’s and women’s teams, and sexual ha-
rassment (including, said the OCR in a 1997

policy interpretation,
dirty jokes and sexual
graffiti).

President Bill Clinton
even broadened it to in-
clude classroom educa-
tion, attempting to ensure
gender equity in every
academic program re-
ceiving federal funds
(which nearly all do).

Clinton’s expansion
provoked concern in edu-

cation circles, in part because of how en-
suring gender equity is usually accom-
plished under Title IX. As the Independent
Woman’s Forum’s Jessica Gavora wrote in
The Washington Post in 2001, “A 1997 NCAA
gender equity study showed that more than
200 men’s teams and 20,000 male athletes
disappeared from the ranks of America’s
colleges between 1992 and 1997. A 1999
study by the General Accounting Office
found that men’s opportunities had de-
clined by 12 percent since 1985. Meanwhile,
during the same period, the number of boys
playing high school sports increased by
about 400,000.”

A Daily Web Site Providing a State Perspective
on 9/11 and the Current International Crisis

From the John Locke Foundation

Recent Articles and Columns Spotlighted on NCAtWar.com Include:

¥ North Carolina Sen. John Edwards criticizes President Bush s conduct of the
war on terrorism and positions himself for a White House run in 2004.

¥˚Moderate Muslim clerics preach peace in Durham and Greensboro while a
former Black Panther leader calls First Lady Laura Bush a murderer at Duke.

¥ The story of a soldier from Ft. Bragg who was just posted to Afghanistan 
from which she and her family had fled two decades ago.

¥ Dr. Andrew Taylor, NCSU Political Scientist, on the likely impact of the war
on North Carolina politics and upcoming races for Congress.

¥ As U.S. Marines from Camp Lejeune participate in military action near
Kandahar, Seymour Johnson airmen prepare for deployment to the Mideast.

¥ Gov. William Yarborough, former head of Special Warfare Center at Ft. Bragg,
distinguishes terrorism from legitimate armed resistance.

¥ Locke Foundation President John Hood argues that North Carolina short-lived
anti-war movement unknowingly exposed its own fallacies.

For the latest news, analysis, and commentary on the war on terrorism,
visit what National Review once named its Cool W eb Site of the Day
located at www.NorthCarolinaAtWar.com  or www .NCAtWar.com.
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Three Decades Later, Confusion Still Centers Over What Title IX Means
By 2002, accord-

ing to Christine
Stolba of the IWF,
“more than 80,000
slots for male ath-
letes on intercolle-
giate teams have
disappeared from
college campuses.”
On May 9, 2002, the
New York Times re-
ported that a Gen-
eral Accounting Of-

fice study found that “more than 170 wres-
tling programs, 80 men’s tennis teams, 70
men’s gymnastics teams and 45 men’s track
teams have been eliminated.”

As of June 2002, the OCR was involved
in 111 cases involving Title IX and the ap-
plication of the three-prong test. In mid-
December 2002, St. John’s University an-
nounced it was ending football, men’s track
and field, and men’s and women’s swim-
ming and diving in order to comply with
Title IX (leaving St. John’s with 10 women’s
teams and six men’s teams).

Feminist proponents of the current in-
terpretation of Title IX like to talk about how
it has “leveled the playing field” for female
athletes, a somewhat Robespierrean take on
the matter. Spoofing this landscape from the
angle of “accommodating the interests of
the underrepresented sex,” The Weekly Stan-
dard published a parody in its May 20 issue
under the headline “More Women’s Stores
Close As Malls Level the Playing Field.”

Change may be coming

In January 2003, a commission set up
by the Education Department will release
recommendations on how to change its en-
forcement of Title IX. The Secretary’s Com-
mission on Opportunities in Athletics has
been holding public sessions and town-hall
meetings across the country on the subject.

Commission members have focused on
the confusion over the three prongs and also
the relative weights assigned those prongs.
Members noted that the OCR has no explicit
standard of “substantial proportionality”
(e.g., how close the proportion of female
athletes needs to be to the proportion of fe-
male students), relying instead on a subjec-
tive, case-by-case application. Several called
for giving greater weight to the second and
third prongs to help alleviate the quota-sys-
tem aspect. There was also discussion of in-
vestigating “the flawed assumption that the
undergraduate population has anything to
do with athletic interest,” as commission
member Robert A. Bowlsby, the athletics di-
rector at the University of Iowa, said.

It is, of course, too soon to tell whether
this commission’s work will actually alle-
viate the confusion over Title IX enforce-
ment, or whether it represents the Bush
administration’s “planned attack on Title IX
athletics policies” that National Women’s
Law Center Co-president Marcia D.
Greenberger warned about earlier this year.
The commission must report its recommen-
dations no later than Jan. 31, 2003.              CJ
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Town and Country Pumping Revenue From Property Taxes
Homeowners suffer as county officials frequently raise rates, reassess values

Taxpayers from around the state protested tax increases at a rally in Raleigh last year.

By DONNA MARTINEZ
Contributing Editor

RALEIGH

B oxed in by state budget deficits,
sluggish sales tax receipts, Medic-
aid mandates, and politicians’ un-

willingness to cut or hold the line on ser-
vices, counties are raising property taxes
more frequently to make ends meet.

Last session, the General Assembly si-
phoned $850 million by dipping into trust
funds, draining reserve funds, and collect-
ing temporary taxes. With these onetime
revenue sources drying up, tax watchdog
groups are concerned that property taxes
may continue to be targeted by local gov-
ernments looking for cash.

There’s basis for the concern. Over the
past three years, 63 of the state’s 100 coun-
ties raised property tax rates at least once,
and 85 counties increased revenues through
both rate increases and property reassess-
ments. The trend doesn’t appear to be abat-
ing. Eighteen counties increased rates this
fiscal year.

“North Carolina taxpayers have taken
a big hit,” said Pete Sepp of the Washing-
ton-based National Taxpayers Union. “Lo-
calities have been told they can’t expect the
funds they’re used to. County-level taxes
may be on the rise dramatically,” he said.
“It appears especially in the Northeast and
Mid-Atlantic, that property tax increases
will be well above people’s ability to pay,
particularly in an economic downturn.”

According to the N.C. Association of
County Commissioners, the average North
Carolina county relies on property taxes as
the largest single source of its revenue: 35
percent in fiscal 2000-2001. Intergovern-
mental income, commonly known as state
reimbursements, accounted for 24 percent,
while sales taxes provided 12 percent, and
user fees and miscellaneous sources made
up the rest. When Gov. Mike Easley with-
held local reimbursements last year, 89
counties increased their sales tax rates by a
half-cent to compensate for the loss, and the
search for cash continues.

The prospect of
higher property tax rates
alarms Jonathan Hill, di-
rector of North Carolina
Citizens for a Sound
Economy, a group whose
members monitor and
speak out on tax issues
around the state.

 “Counties will be
forced to look at every-
thing they can,” Hill said
of the challenge facing
county commissioners. “Raising rates is
difficult and our members across the state
are fighting them,” he said. I think they’re
more concerned about this than any other
tax. They’re really mad about it.”

Inhumane tax increases

Hill said the argument that counties
need the rate increases is faulty because
property reassessments, required by state
law at least every eight years, provide an
automatic revenue increase. Almost half of
the counties revalue property more fre-
quently than that, and 24 counties have re-
valuations scheduled for 2003.

 “This (property revaluation) should be
an adequate way to pay for growth,” Hill
said. “Reassessments plus rate increases are
a double hit on taxpayers. This country is
built on ownership and private property
rights, and this is an attack on private prop-
erty rights.”

Hill said that property taxes are “vi-

cious taxes” and that have a devastating ef-
fect on military retirees and others living
on fixed incomes. “Think about it. You pay
for 30 years and think you own something
and have an asset. People work all their
lives to retire and not have a payment. If
you’re 75 and living on a fixed income, how
do you come up with it (property tax)?”

The consequences, Hill said, can be life-
changing. “People have to find the money
to live on. A lot of them have to move, get
equity loans or do reverse mortgages just
to live in the home. It’s unfair.”

Sepp said he learned this summer of a
man in Connecticut who demolished part
of his house to decrease its value in order
to pay property taxes. That’s extreme be-
havior, but not unique. The Christian Science
Monitor told of an upscale community in
New Jersey that tried to secede from its
more urban county, in part because of in-
creased property taxes.

Disgruntled North Carolina taxpayers
have access to an appeals process.

The first stop is the local Board of
Equalization and Review, but if the tax-
payer isn’t satisfied with the outcome, the
issue can be argued to the state’s Property

Tax Commission, which
meets monthly in Ra-
leigh.

Wade Wilmoth, a
commission member
and Realtor in Boone,
says the five-member
board hears everything
from individuals un-
happy with vehicle taxes
to large corporations tak-
ing issue with the ap-
praisal of a shopping

mall.
“Most people feel something isn’t right

with the comparables in their neighbor-
hood,” Wilmoth said. “Only a very small
group of people actually appeal.” Although
he’s been a Realtor for 30 years, Wilmoth
says property taxes don’t seem to be of great
concern to people when they’re buying
property. “People ask about them (tax
rates), but it doesn’t seem to be a red flag in
making a buying decision.”

Ron Aycock, executive director of the
N.C. Association of County Commission-
ers, says local officials are in a tough spot
when it comes to property taxes and serv-
ing their communities.

He said the state’s difficult economic
times put an added financial strain on coun-
ties, which are required to pay just under 6
percent of Medicaid costs. Two years ago
that chunk of expenses accounted for 27
percent of the average North Carolina
county budget. Only education received a
larger portion of funds, at 31 percent.

“Part of the problem is that in a declin-
ing economy people lose jobs, lose their
health insurance, and then become eligible
for Medicaid,” he said. “That doesn’t sound
like much, but when it’s applied to large
numbers of people, it (Medicaid cost) is big
and the counties are responsible.” This fis-
cal year, counties are expected to spend $450
million on Medicaid.

Aycock also thinks it is necessary to
change the current revenue structure to
match today’s information economy, in-
cluding taxing some services.

But, he foresees resistance. “When you
begin talking taxes, interest groups crop up
and say ‘oh no, not me,’” he said.

Taxpayers must become activists

The National Taxpayers Union recom-
mends citizens take a number of steps if
they hope to control property taxes. “Be pre-
emptive. Go to commission meetings. Re-
view budgets. Question expenditures,” he
said. “We’re often deterred from asking
hard questions, but you must do it. We’re
the ones who have to set it straight.”

Expenditures, he said, should receive
as much scrutiny as the property taxes that
will be levied to fund them. “Unmet needs
are redefined every year to meet the re-
quests of the teachers unions and others,”
Sepp said. “We must ask things like ‘are we
paying too much for services? Are we of-
fering extraneous services? Can some ser-
vices be provided cheaper by private en-
terprise?’”

Joyce Fernando, an antitax activist and
member of the Wilmington chapter of Citi-
zens for a Sound Economy, is asking those
very questions of Wilmington-area officials
and residents of New Hanover County.
“Property taxes are much too high here in
Wilmington,” she said.

Her goal is to eliminate them, but she
said, “It’s probably a dream.” Nevertheless,
she plans to continue raising awareness of
local tax issues, as she has for 23 years, and
discouraging what she sees as “further ex-
ploitation of the taxpayer.”

Aycock said commissioners are already
making hard choices such as those advo-
cated by Sepp and Fernando as counties try
to balance local taxes and services.
“Counties over the past two years have
made substantial cuts and where needed,
increased property taxes,” he said. “There’s
no magic here. It’s like running a business.
You have to make priority judgments.”

There’s at least one thing on which ev-
eryone agrees: Citizens will benefit by be-
coming involved in local public policy.

“If people would learn more about their
county budget, that would be wonderful for
everyone,” Aycock said.               CJ

“We must ask things

like ‘are we paying too

much for services?...

Can some services be

provided cheaper by

private enterprise?’”

Onslow confirms lawsuit

It’s going to cost Onslow County
$1,000 to join a lawsuit to recover
money several counties and munici-
palities say the state illegally with-
held, according to the Jacksonville
Daily News.

But at least four members of the
Onslow County Board of Commis-
sioners still see the move as a good
idea. The cost will grow slightly be-
cause the law firm handling the case,
Boyce and Isley of Raleigh, is also
charging a contingency fee of 15 per-
cent of any judgment the local gov-
ernments collect.

The commissioners made their
feelings known again in early Decem-
ber when they again decided by 4-1
vote to join the lawsuit. They also
voted on the issue in November.

In November, the Attorney
General’s office filed a motion to dis-
miss the case, saying the municipali-
ties and counties have no legal stand-
ing to bring the lawsuit because they
are creations of the state. The motion
also cites Easley’s constitutional pow-
ers to take steps necessary to balance
the state budget.

The motion is slated to go before
a judge in Wake County.

Wrightsville raises hotel tax

Calling it a user fee for tourists,
the Wrightsville Beach Board of Al-
dermen voted Dec. 5 to increase the
tax on hotel rooms by three cents on
the dollar, the Wilmington Star re-
ported.

The new tax, which should raise
about $780,000 a year for the town,
will be split between paying for tour-
ist-related services, such as lifeguards,
and funding promotions of the area,
Mayor Avery Roberts said.

Revenue from the tax will defray
the cost of providing for the tourists,
an amount that one alderman put at
$1 million annually. Parking revenue
also helps pay expenses related to
tourism.

The tax on a hotel room in
Wrightsville Beach will be 12.5 per-
cent starting Feb. 1.

Be patient, GTP officials say

Global TransPark representatives
at a Dec. 5 meeting on activities of the
GTP told already impatient officials
from Craven, Pamlico, and Jones
counties to wait a little longer, The Free
Press of Kinston reported.

The country’s new Homeland Se-
curity Administration and the Navy,
with its F/A-18 Super Hornets, are
among potential users to which a new
approach to profitability would ap-
peal, new GTP business plan author
Isaac Manning said.

“Any customer that buys fuel and
lands planes is a potential customer,”
he said. “We will use every resource
the TransPark's got.”

The GTP’s business plan, drafted
only this year amid threats from the
General Assembly to cut off funding,
conceded a raft of mistakes have been
made in the state's eastern economic
development initiative. But Manning
said he thinks it is sellable as the
TransPark and, even if not, now is
“the worst possible time to sell it. It's
never going to be lower than it is to-
day.”    CJ
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Mahalo: A Sign
of Humility in N.C.?

Watauga Medics, Inc. in Boone

Company Argues for Contracting out EMS
By MICHAEL LOWREY
Associate Editor

BOONE

C raig Sullivan faces a difficult task: convincing gov-
ernment officials and the public to con-
sider contracting out for a service that many North

Carolinians think is something that local government does
itself. Sullivan runs Watauga Medics, Inc., a for-profit
ambulance service that provides 911 service under contract
to Watauga County. His company is one of only two for-
profit emergency EMS services in the state, an unusual
situation, given the provider mix throughout the United
States and a trend toward privatization nationally.

No single model

As a 2000 Journal of Emergency Medical Services survey
of the 200 largest municipalities makes clear, there are
many models for providing emergency medical services in
the United States. In 188 of the 200 communities, fire
departments act as first responders for medical emergen-
cies. This is not surprising; the number of home and build-
ing fires is down 40 percent over the past
two decades and fire departments in many
areas are looking for expanded responsi-
bilities. In certain cities, 90 percent of fire
department calls do not involve extin-
guishing blazes.

The situation is more varied for emer-
gency ambulance service. Private for-
profit ambulances were the most com-
mon service type, though they only ex-
isted in barely one-third of the munici-
palities (34.5 percent) surveyed. Almost
as many cities, 34 percent, relied upon fire departments
using multirole personnel. Other emergency ambulance
service types were third-service agencies (12 percent), pri-
vate nonprofit agencies (5 percent), fire departments using
single-role personnel (5 percent), public utility model (5
percent), hospital-based services (3 percent), and volunteer
services (1 percent). In North Carolina, the only other
private-for profit 911 ambulance besides Watauga Medics
is in neighboring Ashe County.

Contracting out an answer

While different communities may have different solu-
tions for providing 911 ambulance service, this does not
mean the industry is static. Far from it, for nationwide EMS
providers are facing a changing financial landscape. A
recent change in federal policy is forcing EMS operators of
all sorts — and the governments that fund them — to re-
examine their procedures and cost structures.

Medicare, the federal health plan for senior citizens,
spends more than $2.5 billion for nearly nine million ambu-
lance trips per year. In an attempt to control these costs,
Congress mandated in 1997 that a national fee schedule for
ambulance trips be adopted. The new rate structure began
coming into effect April 1, 2002, with full implementation
scheduled for Jan. 1, 2006. The reimbursement that an
ambulance service will receive may be substantially higher
or lower with the new rate structure. In North Carolina, the

new rates are often higher, a move that may allow local
governments to reduce the amount they have to subsidize
911 ambulance service.

Medicare reforms are likely to push many communi-
ties to re-examine how they operate their EMS systems. As
a recent Reason Foundation policy brief notes, using fire
fighters as EMS personnel may not be the most cost-
efficient means of ensuring quality care. Firefighters typi-
cally earn a higher salary than paramedics do, and fire
engines are up to six times more expensive to acquire than
ambulances.

Local governments contracting out for EMS services
may be able to obtain superior service at a lesser cost. The
Reason study noted the example of Pinellas County, Fla. In
2000, the county held a managed competition between
public and private bidders for EMS services. The winner
was a private firm that has brought quicker response times,
and higher quality service to the county. Pinellas County
projects that it will save $13 million to $21 million over 11
years.

Sullivan agrees that a private firm can provide quality
service at lower rates. “It’s all about performance-based

contracting… the county gets all the perks
of owning its own ambulance system
without the risk” he said. In Watauga
County’s case, that means getting qual-
ity service at a fixed cost. The company’s
contract with the county requires that it
meet certain response time standards. In
addition, an advisory board meets quar-
terly to review the company’s opera-
tions and recommend changes.

In addition, the efficiency of Watauga
Medics allows it to charge among the

lowest, if not the lowest fees in the state. The service charges
$155 to $195 per trip plus $5 per loaded mile. By compari-
son, Sullivan is aware of EMS rates as high as $500 per trip
plus $7.50 per loaded mile in the state.

Private ambulance services better-equipped

The JEMS study also suggests that private-for-profit
agencies are often better equipped than fire departments
that also provide ambulance services. More than two-
thirds of private agencies had heart defibrillation devices,
compared to only 40 percent of fire departments. Private
agencies are also more likely to be subject to an external
review and use advanced technologies such as automotive
vehicle locators.

Sullivan believes that his county could not obtain
better service than what his company provides were the
county to take over providing EMS service itself. “In my
mind, we offer the best quality for the money” he said. All
but one of the company’s ambulance personnel are certi-
fied paramedics; the remaining crewmember is undergo-
ing paramedic training. The company’s commitment to
excellence of service shows in its training program, Sullivan
said. The firm has made an extensive investment in educa-
tion and is a certified to train paramedics just as many of
North Carolina’s community colleges are. The company
would be willing to provide services in other counties
under the right circumstances.                                         CJ

It’s all about perfor-

mance-based con-

tracting… the county

gets all the perks of

owning its own sys-

tem without the risks

Erik Root

Watauga Medics, Inc., is only one of two companies that provide for-profit ambulance service in North Carolina.

D riving on U.S. 70 in Johnston County, travel-
ers will notice the election of 2002 lingers.
Gone are the small lawn signs, but the bill-

boards of newly elected state Sen. Fred Smith remain.
There is one difference, a giant “thank you” is plas-
tered to the front.

That Smith would convey a message of thanks to
the people he now represents might strike us as curi-
ous in the 48contiguous
states. The practice is,
however, common in Ha-
waii. On a recent trip to
that state, it seemed to me
interesting that those who
won office would stand
on the side of the road the
next day waving to the
passersby while display-
ing large “mahalo” (Ha-
waiian for “thank you”)
signs. The islands of Ha-
waii are so tiny that win-
ning candidates could
stand by the road and rea-
sonably expect that he or
she would reach nearly
all the voters of that district. The act, though, conveys
the sense that those winning office do not place them-
selves above the people who elected them.

Mainland geography is not such whereby candi-
dates could reach constituents by standing beside a
busy thoroughfare. Therefore, it makes sense that
candidates desiring to convey a similar message would
buy advertising space in several areas. This is what
Smith did, and according to him, he did so because: 1)
he wanted the voters (especially those who did not
vote for him) to give him a chance to prove himself;
and 2) he is carrying over the practical experience as a
businessman: If customers are not satisfied, the busi-
nessman has failed.

The second point is telling because it means that
Smith does not expect to have all the answers, and he
certainly does not present himself as omniscient. Prac-
tical considerations aside, there is a deeper meaning.

Humility is a form of protection against tyranny.
John Adams noted this in “Thoughts on Govern-
ment.” He argued in the context of elections that “this
will teach them the great political virtues of humility,
patience, and moderation, without which every man
in power becomes a ravenous beast of prey.”

The development of a humble character is diffi-
cult. On the occasion of his 80th birthday, Nov. 30,
1954, Churchill said: “I must confess to you that I was
overpowered by two emotions — pride and humility.
I have always hitherto regarded them as opposed and
also corrective of one another; but on this occasion I
am not able to tell you which is dominant in my mind.
Indeed, both seem to dwell together hand in hand.
Who would not feel proud to have this happen to him
and yet at the same time I never was more sure of how
far it goes beyond what I deserve.” Churchill under-
stood the tension, but he never proclaimed he pos-
sessed humility — a sign of arrogance.

Of course, being humble does not mean the aban-
donment of principle, or we might say, right reason.
After World War II, Churchill expressed this sense of
humility by saying, “I was not the lion, but it fell to me
to give the lion’s roar.” Churchill was not the force
defying Hitler’s advance, but he recognized the diffi-
cult task in opposing such an enemy of humanity:
“You ask what is our policy? I will say: It is to wage
war by sea, land, and air, with all our might and with
all the strength that God can give us; to wage war
against a monstrous tyranny, never surpassed in the
dark, lamentable catalogue of human crime.” Hitler,
we might say, was the opposite of Churchill — proud,
arrogant, impatient. It is as the Proverb reads: “before
destruction, the heart of man is haughty, but humility
goes before honor.”

We should hope that Smith is displaying this
characteristic. His tenure of office will demonstrate
whether that is so. We certainly have the examples of
great men in history before us as our guide. Would not
it be a breath of fresh air if candidates from the local
level on up expressed such humility, and meant it? CJ
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The Reality of Trash

Local Innovation Bulletin Board

I f some musty records discovered in
New York City’s archives are to be
believed, Americans are throwing

away far less trash today than their grand-
parents did just before World War II.

Daniel C. Walsh, an adjunct profes-
sor at the Earth Institute at Columbia
University, stumbled across 100 years of
New York City trash collection records
dating to the late 1800s and analyzed
them for a paper he recently published in
Environmental Science and Technology
magazine. His findings shatter a lot of
myths about what and how much we
throw away.

Trash per person peaked in 1940 at
2,068 pounds and fell to a century low of
712 pounds in the mid-1970s. As of 1999,
it stood at 928 pounds per person.

The golden age of recycling in New
York City didn’t begin in the save-the-
earth 1970s and 1980s, but in the Gilded
1890s, when mandatory curbside sepa-
ration of trash was first imposed.

Today’s “wasteful packaging” prac-
tices, which environmentalists love to
deplore, is a myth, because the increase
in packaging has been more than offset
by the decrease in packaging weight. In
fact, the amount of trash per person in
New York has barely budged in the last
20 years.

The use of coal to heat New Yorkers’
homes declined from the 1920s through
1950. By that year, paper had replaced
coal ash as the biggest category in the
city’s waste stream.

The scrap metal drives of World Wars
I and II led to dramatic declines in trash
collection. But mandatory recycling laws
and the state’s bottle and can redemp-
tion law in the 1980s made barely a dent
in trash pickups.

Reported in the New York Times, Nov.
22, 2002; based on Daniel C. Walsh, “Ur-
ban Residential Refuse Composition and
Generation Rates for the 20th Century,”
Environmental Science and Technology,
Nov. 15, 2002.

Conservation audits

A consensus is reportedly building
within the environmental and conserva-
tion movements that more audits and
accountability are required to measure
the effectiveness of environmental pro-
tection or restoration projects in a quest
for more bang for the buck.

Some experts estimate that more than
$120 billion is spent each year on protect-
ing ecosystems in the United States alone.
The World Bank has overseen about $3
billion in loans and investments for con-
servation projects in the last decade.

In some measure, the thrust for ac-
counting and accountability stems from
demands by wealthy donors and foun-
dations that want to know how their
money has been spent and what it has
accomplished. But this emphasis on dol-
lars and cents is new to the world of
conservation — and measuring the ef-
fects of conservation projects can be be-
wildering.

Biological systems can be so com-
plex that complete audits are practically
impossible, conservation specialists say.
Conservation also depends on making
judgment calls about the effectiveness of
political, economic, and social strategies.
M. A. Sanjayan, a scientist with the Na-
ture Conservancy, said conservation

groups rarely rigorously measure suc-
cess, and they never report failures.

Reported in the New York Times, Nov.
5, 2002.

Amtrak running later

The last thing Amtrak, the
government’s passenger rail service,
needs is to discourage riders. It is al-
ready losing $28 million in ticket rev-
enue per year because of overall service
problems — chiefly late trains — and
hangs on only because of government
subsidies.

Some of its long-distance trains run
late as much as two-thirds of the time,
even though trains that pull into stations
as much as 30 minutes late are officially
considered punctual. Delays have con-
tributed to significant ridership losses
on 18 long-distance lines, several of
which lose more than $200 per passen-
ger.

The on-time performance of all
Amtrak trains fell over the past five years,
from 78.6 percent during the 1997-98
fiscal year to 76.9 percent this past fiscal
year.

Beyond the heavily traveled North-
east corridor, on-time performance for
the rest of the country sank from 70.4
percent five years ago to 58 percent this
past year.

The Amtrak hierarchy offers up rea-
sons and excuses. The company’s freight
business — created to shore up the bot-
tom line — creates delays because freight
cars have to be switched or added. Poor
track conditions create delays, along with
cleaning requirements and problems
with station connections.

Reported in USA Today, Nov. 15,
2002.

Desalination

Early experiments in desalination
of seawater were discouraging. The pro-
cess of removing salt from seawater and
turning it into freshwater suitable for
drinking turned out to be too expensive
and impractical when freshwater was
abundant.

But soaring demand for water has
led cities to reconsider investments in
the process. Population growth in coastal
areas of the United States are straining
freshwater supplies — particularly in
California, Texas, and Florida.

Desalination is common in other
parts of the world — particularly the
Middle East — where Israel and Saudi
Arabia have built plants. Worldwide,
more than 13,500 plants are in opera-
tion.

Technological advances have low-
ered costs and, in some regions, desali-
nation can squeeze more out of depleted
supplies by treating groundwater that’s
naturally brackish.

Prices for desalinized water have
become more competitive. For example,
water from Tampa’s $208 million plant
will sell for $1.88 per thousand gallons
— compared to $1.50 to $1.75 from tradi-
tional sources.

Taste is not an issue. When people
tried desalinated water in a blind test, 95
percent of them preferred it over reser-
voir water.

Reported in USA Today, Nov. 22,
2002.         CJ

David Fowler, Ex-Businessman,
Commissioner of Carteret County
By ERIK ROOT
Assistant Editor

CARTERET COUNTY
CJ: Tell us about the politics in this area and
something of your background in it.

David Fowler: Well, I am currently an out-
going county commissioner here. I have
had varied careers. I have been an educa-
tor-schoolteacher. I taught school and
coached for a while right out of college.

Then I entered the family
business and was a packaging
salesman. I didn’t enjoy that
too much, but I was the num-
ber one son and had no choice
[laughs]. Then I got involved
in local politics. I put up signs
and stuffed envelopes. I ended
up becoming the Jackson
County chairman of the Re-
publican Party and I held that
for two terms.

During that time I was a
local government employee of
Jackson County. I had two ca-
pacities: I was the first solid-
waste coordinator there. I was
involved with helping the county modern-
ize their solid-waste program. I also got a
promotion during that period of time to
executive director of services. This gave me
experience in running a government.

At one point my wife received a job of-
fer to work down here in Carteret County
(I was a native east North Carolinian any-
way, growing up in Greenville). We decided
to take the plunge and settle here. I had
every intention of opening up two busi-
nesses.

I was interested in beach properties or
some type of property management, and I
was also interested in opening up a retail
store. But I continued to get involved in lo-
cal politics. Since I was new to the area, I
went from being a county chairman to a foot
soldier here in Carteret County. Still, one
year and 10 months later I became a county
commissioner.

CJ: How long have you been in office?

Fowler: I have been a county commissioner
for 14 months. I, unfortunately, lost the pri-
mary by 52 votes. It was considered a ma-
jor upset. I lost in the primary. Primary day
was the day tropical storm Gustav hit and
hence we only had a 9 percent turnout here
in my district.

CJ: Was there an overriding issue that drove
the primary?

Fowler: No, no major issue. It just came
down to who got their people out to vote
that day. I was a favorite going into the pri-
mary and the overwhelming choice of the
Republican Party. Ultimately though, the
person who beat me was the leading vote
getter in the general election.

CJ: What does the future hold for you as far as
politics is concerned? Do you plan on staying
involved in the political arena?

Fowler: I am still interested in government.
I have not ruled out running for office again,
but I am not sure what office. Of course my
wife is not crazy about any of this [laughs].
She is the principal of a local elementary
school.

Being a county commissioner particu-
larly impacts her situation. But she has
weathered that storm. She is an educator
that is also a Republican and probably more
conservative than I am.

I am also interested in the county man-
ager position.

CJ: Tell us about your educational background.

Fowler: Well, I am a graduate of Western
Carolina University, where I received a
bachelor of science in education. I have
middle-grade certification. I taught for only
a few years. Teaching is a tough job. I was
just out of college and I coached at the same

time. It was just a great expe-
rience.

That is one thing that has
really helped me in public of-
fice: I am a former school-
teacher, former businessman
(and aspiring businessman in
the future), and I have had lo-
cal government experience as
far as being an employee, and
commissioner. So I have had
vast experience in my three
mini-careers. Those three
things make the wheels turn:
education, business, and gov-
ernment.

My background has
qualified me to face things that I have had
to face as a commissioner. It is also an asset
— a unique qualification — for a county
manager.

We have had a rotating, or revolving
door lately in the county manager position.
That in of itself is not unusual, but we have
had three to four different managers in the
last three to four years. That is a little high
and creates some instability. I think I would
offer more stability to that position.

I know the budget, I know the issues,
and I know the area. Having worked with
the personnel here, and working as a county
employee in the last, I know their problems,
what they need to get things done.

CJ: Let’s discuss the unique position of the party
here in Carteret.

Fowler: I am probably considered the rep-
resentative of a more moderate wing of the
Republican Party. The Republican Party is
interesting in this county because it is in its
infant stages.

This is the first time we have ever had
big primaries. They say that a sign of
whether a party has matured is whether it
has primaries. If that is the case, the party
matured very quickly this year. In a sense,
though, we are still in the maturing phase.
There are many factions within the party.

CJ: Is the party very divided? If so, what does a
party need to do to become unified?

Fowler: It is. In a way this is a good thing,
but in another it is frustrating. After all these
years of being in the minority, all of a sud-
den we are in the majority and we squabble.

Currently the board is 7-0 Republican,
and that is the second time in a row that we
have accomplished that feat. We, as a
county, have solidly voted Republican from
Elizabeth Dole to Patrick Ballentine, down
to the commissioners. Of course with that,
you have the problems of governing and
putting together a political party together
that is talking on the same page.

Right now, we are not there. And that
is probably why my chances of becoming
county manager are marginal simply be-
cause the board that is coming in is far more
conservative than I am. I thought I was a
very right-wing Republican until I got into
office. When you enter office you realize
that in order to get some things done you
have to compromise.               CJ

David Fowler
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From Cherokee to Currituck

Property Too Valuable for Church, Cumberland Commissioners Say
By MICHAEL LOWREY
Associate Editor

CHARLOTTE

The Cumberland County Board of
Commissioners has rejected a pro-
posal by a local church to rezone 38

acres of land to allow it to build a new
sanctuary, a church school, and other facili-
ties. The commissioners found that the prop-
erty is too valuable as a possible part of a
future large manufacturing site to approve
the church’s rezoning request.

The Cumberland Christian Center had
hoped to buy the land at the intersection of
Interstate 95 and N.C. 24 in Vander. The
tract, however, was zoned for industrial
use, which would not allow its use for reli-
gious purposes, and would need to be re-
zoned as commercial.

However, as the Cumberland Chris-
tian Center was to discover, this was not
just any piece of industrial property, it was
part of a designated “mega site” to which
economic development officials hope to at-
tract a large plant. The projected manufac-
turing site covers up to 950 acres on 24
tracts. Most of the land is farmed and zoned
for rural residential or agricultural use.

“We need jobs, good jobs and high-
paying jobs,” Commissioner John Henley
told the Fayetteville Observer. “And some-
times you have to be at the right place at the
right time when the Lord finally says put
something in this county to get us growing.
I think this is one time where that property
is actually zoned the way it should be.”

CarolinaJournal.com is Your Daily Launching Pad to
the Best North Carolina News, Analysis, & Opinion
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newspapers, magazines, and other media organizations.
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John Locke Foundation’s other public policy web sites.

See what Spectator magazine called “Matt Drudge with Class”
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National Review Ad

While economic development officials
have been searching for some time, they
have not been able to find anyone willing to
place a large industrial facility on the site.
There was a buzz in 2000 about an automo-
bile manufacturer possible selecting the site
for a new assembly plant. Daimler Chrysler,
believed to be the firm involved, recently
announced that it had opted for a site near
Savannah, Ga. for the plant.

The site was also considered, but ulti-
mately, rejected by Miller Brewing Co., and
Mack Trucks. As the real estate agent for the
landowner trying to sell to the church said,
“Until we heard from the church, we have
really had no takers at all, at any price.” Or
as, Cumberland Christian Center Senior
Pastor E. B. Herman told the Fayetteville
Observer, “If it’s such a prime piece of prop-
erty, which it is, then why hasn’t anything
been built there at this time?”

Pam Robinson, a church member,
agreed. “If they had industry competing for
the land, then they would have a right to
fight this. What they are doing is holding it
for industry and hoping to guarantee it.
Here you have a buyer, and we are ready to
pay for it,” she told the Observer.

The County Commission action came
despite an unanimous vote by the county’s
Joint Planning Board in favor of the church’s
rezoning request. Board member David
Averette told the Fayetteville Observer, “By
leaving it industrial, it deprives the owner
from being able to sell their land. The owner
cannot sit and hold the property waiting for

someone to come along.’’

Waiting on trains in Charlotte?

The Charlotte-area Metropolitan Tran-
sit Commission has decided not to decide
for now on what mode of service to build on
two of the five corridors stretching from
Charlotte’s center city. The commission,
made up of elected officials from
Mecklenburg County and the municipali-
ties in it, is the public board that overseas
the Charlotte Area Transit System.

CATS recently recommended that a
light rail line be built to the UNC-Charlotte
area, that commuter rail be built near Inter-
state 77 to serve the towns in the northern
part of Mecklenburg county, and that the
Independence Boulevard and airport corri-
dors receive dedicated busways. The routes
are all part of a nearly $3 billion transit
system envisioned for Charlotte and sur-
rounding areas. Light-rail service for the
fifth corridor, along South Boulevard, was
approved in 2000.

The proposal has generated intense
opposition from those living in east and
west Charlotte and surrounding towns, who
are disappointed that their areas were not
recommended for rail service. In response
to their protests, the commission decided to
wait until 2005 to make the final choice on
busways or rail service for these areas. CATS
officials note the system does not have the
money to build rail lines in all five corri-
dors. Planning for either option along the

two corridors is projected to cost an extra
$600,000.

Triangle tax increase?

The mayors of Raleigh, Durham, Chapel
Hill, and Cary have released a draft pro-
posal to address some of the area’s trans-
portation needs through a $50 million-a-
year series of tax increases. Current projec-
tions show that the Triangle has about $8
billion in unfunded highway and transit
projects over the next 25 years. Under the
mayors’ proposal, some of the needs would
be addressed through a proposed five-cent-
a-gallon increase in the gasoline tax in the
Triangle area and a doubling of the yearly
$20 automobile registration fee. The two
taxes are estimated to bring in about $44
million per year. An additional $8 million
per year would be raised through an as-yet
unspecified tax increase. The General As-
sembly must approve the tax increases.

Durham and Wake counties would use
two-thirds of the extra revenue for high-
ways and the remaining one-third for tran-
sit under funding agreed for regional
projects. Orange County officials have not
indicated how they intend to use their share.

At least one mayor questioned whether
the tax increase was adequate, because it
provides only $1.3 billion over the next 25
years. “Are we asking enough to make a
difference or are we spitting in the ocean?”
Cary Mayor Glen Lang told The News &
Observer of Raleigh.                                     CJ
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Book Review

Myth of Ownership Has Nothing to Give Readers
• Liam Murphy and Thomas Nagel: The
Myth of Ownership—Taxes and Justice, Ox-
ford University Press, 2002, 190pp., $25

By GEORGE C. LEEF
Contributing Editor

RALEIGH

During the Vietnam War, a popular
protest slogan went, “Fighting for
peace is like drinking for sobri-

ety.” After reading The Myth of Ownership, I
feel like making a sign reading, “Taxing for
justice is like fighting for peace and drink-
ing for sobriety” then parading around with
it in front of the New York University of-
fices of the authors. Their book erects a
balsa-wood structure of argument designed
to convince the reader that we can’t have a
just society until the government starts tax-
ing the wealthy much more, so that the
alleged injustices of the free market are
rectified. The project is a dismal failure, but
one that friends of liberty should pay atten-
tion to.

The book’s provocative title tells us that
the authors are spoiling for a fight. Owner-
ship a “myth” — it sounds as though the
authors are anarcho-communists of the most
rabid sort. But not really. What they claim is
a myth is the idea that most people have
that they own all the money they earn. If a
carpenter fixes a rotted spot on my house
and I pay him $150, he undoubtedly thinks
that he owns that $150 and grumbles about
the percentage of it that the government
will later seize from him in taxes. “Wrong!”
say Murphy and Nagel. The carpenter
should instead think that all he really owns
is his after-tax income, whatever it may be.

It isn’t the case, you see, that he ever
“owned” the full amount. That’s just back-
ward, libertarian (yes, they use that term)
thinking. The authors want to drive out that
kind of thinking because it gets in the way
of their goal of using the coercive apparatus
of the state to realize “social justice,” which
to them means much less inequality. If
people would just be happy with whatever
income is left after taxes and stop fixating
on what they mistakenly think they have
“lost” in taxes, then obstacles such as tax
revolts would no longer hinder their aims.

Government, the provider

So why should people accept their idea
that have a moral claim only to the money
the taxman doesn’t take? Murphy and Nagel
argue that the state is what makes it pos-
sible for us to live prosperous lives and
therefore we are morally bound to follow
its dictates on a “just” distribution of in-
come — which, of course, cannot be the
distribution of income that results from
voluntary transactions. They write that “the
modern economy in which we earn our
salaries, own our homes, bank accounts,
retirement savings, and personal
possessions…would be impossible with-
out the framework provided by govern-
ment supported by taxes.”

The authors vastly overrate the need
for government. If the federal, state, and
local governments had never grown be-
yond their “night watchman” functions,
Americans would be far better off than they
are today. We don’t need a Federal Reserve
to manipulate interest rates. We don’t need
an EPA to set pollution limits — common
law would take care of pollution and other
attacks on property rights. We could shrink
government back to its constitutional func-
tions (or even smaller) and free up tremen-
dous resources and energies that would be
used productively. Like most liberals, the
authors assume that government is what
enables us to escape from the Hobbesian

From the Liberty Library

state of nature where life is nasty, brutish,
poor, and short. They’re unaware that free-
market scholars have shown that the vast
majority of governmental functions could
be done better and without coercion if they
were left to the market.

Suppose we agree that some govern-
ment is essential. Can we get from that
premise to the authors’ conclusion that citi-
zens are entitled only to whatever income
the government lets them keep? I think not.
Let’s go back to our carpenter. He makes
some use of various government facilities,
such as roads, and doesn’t make any use of
many other government facilities — sports
stadiums, museums, public schools and col-
leges, mass transit, and so on. He has to pay
taxes to cover the cost of operating the few
things he uses, and also taxes for the terrific
percentage of government spending that
goes for things that he couldn’t care less
about, or even harm him, such as the en-
forcement of lumber tariffs that reduce the
demand for his services. Although he pays
for much more government than he wants,
Murphy and Nagel nevertheless insist that
he can’t complain when the state takes even
more. Because government “makes it all
possible,” it holds a claim over all of us that
can never be paid off.

Why? After we have
paid for food, clothing,
electricity, and other vi-
tal things, the providers
don’t insist that they
have some overriding
claim to as much more of
our earnings as they
think they have good
uses for. But Murphy and
Nagel regard the state as
different because it “puts into practice a
conception of economic or distributive jus-
tice.” In doing so, of course, it coercively
overrides the individual taxpayer’s desires,
including his own conception of justice.
This isn’t justified by consent — the authors
acknowledge that most people barely con-
sent to the taxes they now pay, much less a
hefty surcharge for the pursuit of what
some government officials call “economic
or distributive justice.” Their justification is
that the pursuit of “economic justice” is a
sort of Kantian categorical imperative that
trumps everything else.

So exactly what is economic or distribu-
tive justice? Murphy and Nagel never give
us a definition. It is just their gut feeling that
when some people have a lot more than
others do, that must indicate that things are
unjust. The supposed injustice of the mar-
ket is the keystone of the whole book, but all
we get is the authors’ assertion that “hardly

anyone really believes that market outcomes
are presumptively just…”

Whether or not “hardly anyone” be-
lieves that the market is just (or not unjust),
that case has been made strongly. Murphy
and Nagel dismissively mention Robert
Nozick’s contention (in his Anarchy, State
and Utopia) that “taxation is on a par with
forced labor,” but ignore his argument that
there is nothing unjust in a distribution of
income (and wealth) that arises out of re-
peated voluntary transactions between
people. If Bill Gates is extremely rich be-
cause millions of people chose to purchase
Microsoft products while another software
entrepreneur is broke because nobody
wanted to purchase his products, who was
unjust?

‘Political morality’ says when

The last chapter of The Myth of Owner-
ship is entitled “Politics,” but the authors
fail to see what an insurmountable problem
politics is for their dream world. They de-
sire to see much more “progressivity” in the
American tax structure so that differences
in income and wealth can be reduced and
that everyone “has a minimally decent qual-
ity of life.” Murphy and Nagel don’t tell us
exactly when we would have achieved the
optimal point, but they are willing to leave
it up to “political morality” — an oxymoron
if ever there was one. But the same political
system that gives us the current tax code
also gives us a crazy-quilt of governmental
spending programs that lavishes money on
all sorts of well-connected interest groups,
from sugar growers to Amtrak riders. The
authors devote the whole book to the imag-
ined injustice of not taxing some people
sufficiently; They never consider the injus-
tice of governmental spending that rewards
some people at the expense of others just
because they know how to get politicians to
open up the treasury for them. Nor do they
contemplate the constant political warfare
in settling on the “right amount” of wealth
redistribution, with some factions and their
political allies always insisting that “Things
still aren’t just!” What is worse, the authors
fail to recognize that much of the inequality
they lament is the fault of government

policy.
Alas, modern liberals

like Murphy and Nagel
automatically ask for more
government coercion
rather than considering
whether existing coercion
might be the root of the
problem.

The authors no doubt
think they have done some
brilliant work in opening

a path to a more just future. Not at all. What
they have done is to write yet another of the
tremendous number of books that try to
hoodwink people into sanctioning the use
of force by government so that the authors
can get something they want. People are
forever writing books using bad economics
to convince people that the nation would be
better off if it adopted some interventionist
policy — so as to enrich a special-interest
group. People are forever writing books
using bad science to convince people that
the nation would be better off if it adopted
some new environmental regulation — so
as to assuage the tender sensibilities of en-
vironmentalists. People are forever writing
books using bad philosophy to convince
people that more governmental coercion is
needed to make the nation just — so as to
allow liberals to have a feel-good moment
before proceeding to their next cause.

That’s all we have here.                         CJ

Like most liberals, the

authors assume that

government is what

enables us to escape

from the Hobbesian

state of nature...

• In Personal Character and Na-
tional Destiny, Harold B. Jones writes
that a nation’s destiny is not the re-
sult of arbitrary fate but the inevitable
consequence of the values to which its
people subscribe. Numerous histori-
cal studies have shown that attitudes
with regard to personal excellence,
individual accomplishment, and self-
control predict national periods of
rise, ascendancy, and decline. The
people who flocked to America’s
shores between 1620 and 1900 wanted
liberty to do the best that they could
with their lives. It was given to them,
and they turned the United States into
a land of promise. Jones says the old
emphasis on self-reliance made
America great, but he asks: Will the
modern emphasis on dependency de-
stroy her? Learn more at www.
laissezfairebooks.com.

• At the onset of Life, Liberty and
the Defense of Dignity: The Challenge for
Bioethics, Leon Kass gives a status re-
port on where we stand today: “Hu-
man nature itself lies on the operat-
ing table, ready for alteration, for eu-
genic and psychic ‘enhancement,’ for
wholesale redesign.” Trained as a
medical doctor and biochemist, Dr.
Kass has become one of the most pro-
vocative thinkers on bioethical issues.
His book deals with the moral mean-
ing of the new biomedical technolo-
gies. In a series of mediations on clon-
ing, embryo research, the sale of or-
gans, and the assault on mortality it-
self, Kass questions the wisdom of try-
ing to break down natural boundaries
and to remake the human body into
an instrument of our will. See
www.primapublishing. com for more
information.

• In 1960, doctors battled two
commonly known sexually transmit-
ted diseases. Today, more than 30 vi-
ruses exist. One in five Americans
over the age of 12 has genital herpes
— a 500 percent increase since 1976.
New studies show that teen-age girls
have a 46 percent chance of contract-
ing HPV at their first sexual encoun-
ter. In Dr. Meg Meeker’s Epidemic:
How Teen Sex is Killing Our Kids, she
uncovers the story of this serious epi-
demic and the pattern of political cor-
rectness and marketing hype that has
caused this tidal wave of disease. Visit
www.regnery.com to learn more
about Meeker’s expose.

• The culmination of hundreds of
interviews and months of investiga-
tion, Among the Heroes: United Flight
93 and the Passengers and Crew Who
Fought Back is the “definitive” story
of the courageous men and women
aboard Flight 93. New York Times re-
porter Jere Longman writes that of the
four horrific hijackings on September
11, Flight 93, which crashed into a
field outside Shanksville, Pa., reso-
nates as one of epic resistance. A num-
ber of passengers phoned relatives
and others on the ground to tell them
of the hijacking and what they
planned to do about it. Longman says
a time when the United States ap-
peared defenseless against an unfa-
miliar foe, the passengers and crew of
Flight 93 provided for many Ameri-
cans a measure of victory in the midst
of unthinkable defeat. More informa-
tion about Longman’s book at
www.harpercollins.com.                   CJ
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Book Review

The Invisible Heart: a Market-Friendly Approach to Economics

Book Review

The American Republic: a Good Time for Rediscovering Our Roots
• Bruce Frohnen, ed.: The American Republic: Primary
Sources; Liberty Fund; 2002; 724pp.; $25 hardback $12 pa-
perback.

By ERIK S. ROOT
Assistant Editor

RALEIGH

Once again another great value emanates from the
people who are dedicated to the proliferation of
freedom: Liberty Fund.

It seems that this book comes at a time when America
needs to rediscover its bearing, its meaning. What is re-
markable about much of today’s political rhetoric is the
absence of argument grounded in the permanent things. It
is a symptom of modernity that many lose touch with the
past or more importantly the immutable truths that form
the foundation of this country.

The debate spurred by what President Bush calls the
war on terror is healthy to be sure, but it is a meaningless
exercise if we do not return to, and contemplate, what made
this country good. It is not the past simply that ought to
provide us direction, but the ideas that which our Founders
grappled when forming this country.

In the past year, three influential political gadflies —
Michael Walzer, Oriana Fallaci, and more recently Chris-
topher Hitchens — who can be described only as leftists,
have left their cozy confines to question the gods with
which they have had communion. It has brought them
much ridicule from their compatriots.

What has set them apart from their ex-political friends
is their defense of the United States and their condemna-
tion of terrorism — especially their argument that Jews
ought not be subject to yet another holocaust. Yet even in
their apology is a disturbing trend — their arguments were
bereft of any guidance from the Founding. America may
be good, but do they know why? Sadly, it seems not.

Timely book on the Founding

Enter the very affordable book of primary sources ed-
ited by Ava Maria and Assistant Professor of Law Bruce
Frohnen.

Filled with primary documents that end just before the
Civil War, the author states in the introduction that “the
readings selected here represent opposite sides of impor-
tant debates concerning... American independence, reli-

gious establishment, and slavery.” In other words, the book
does not avoid the conflict over ideas by including, for ex-
ample, essays from Federalists and Anti-federalists. Such
debate is not only healthy and necessary to understand
America but is also needed to better grasp who had the
better argument and why.

What we notice in Frohnen’s presentation of conflict-
ing ideas are twofold: 1) the fundamental agreement among
political combatants on the nature of man (that is until John
C. Calhoun and other proslavery apologists rejected such
ideas in an attempt to redefine the Founding), and 2) the
basis of which such arguments were conducted.

Natural rights of man

Concerning point one, the reader will notice, gener-

ally, that the largest gulf between the Federalists and Anti-
federalists is the practical application of how to best se-
cure the natural rights of man. Hence, they spent much
time debating the size and energy of the central govern-
ment, not fundamental principles.

Furthermore, readers will notice what Noah Webster
spells out explicitly in “Leading Principles of the Consti-
tution,” where he restates the general view that America
was a country formed like no other. She was not the result
of accident and force, but choice and reflection.

This is altogether different from that later debate (in-
cluded in the volume) between the proslavery and antisla-
very advocates where the likes of Calhoun rejected such
natural-right notions as fantastic and argued that America
should be reconstituted on his special form of racial sci-
ence. In this section we find the predictable contributions
from Abraham Lincoln, John C. Calhoun, Daniel Webster,
and Roger Taney along with the surprising additions of
Harriet Beecher Stowe, William Leggett, George S. Saw-
yer, and John Taylor of Caroline.

Natural law

Point two also needs further elucidation. The afore-
mentioned debate raging today is vapid in that it does not
begin from the timeless ideas such as what is nature?

What is the natural law? What are natural rights and
how are they best secured?

Except for a few quarters in America today, we do not
begin our inquiries as Abraham Lincoln did when he said
that he had not one political idea that did not originate out
of the Declaration of Independence.

The Frohnen volume will surely strike many readers
as odd because the Founding documents begin with such
timeless considerations.

The American Republic is a worthwhile and timely
volume to reintroduce citizens to the ideas that permeated
the Founding.

Webster, again, thought every citizen must examine
the principles of the United States government: “In the for-
mation of such a government, it is not only the right, but
the indispensable duty of every citizen to examine the prin-
ciples of it, to compare them with principles of other gov-
ernments...” For those looking to begin that discovery and
tread in the same path as the Founders, purchase a copy of
this book.        CJ

• Russell Roberts: The Invisible Heart: An Economic Romance,
MIT Press, 2001, 288 pp., $22.95.

By E. FRANK STEPHENSON
Contributing Editor

RALEIGH

A  few semesters ago, I created a freshman honors
seminar in economics. While I was pleased with
the course overall, like most first-time courses,

there was certainly room for improvement. Hence, I spent
the last class meeting having the students discuss their
perceptions of what worked well and what did not. Out of
that discussion, one comment was most memorable. A
young woman who had done very well in the course and
who had been an active participant in the class discussions
said that she left the course convinced that market econo-
mies lead to the highest overall standard of living but that
she remained unconvinced about the fairness of market
systems.

With the student’s comment still fresh on my mind, I
was pleased to see Russell Roberts’s new book The Invisible
Heart. For in this lively novel, Roberts offers up a debate
about the morality of capitalism via the romantic sparring
of protagonist Sam Gordon and his love interest, Laura
Silver. Sam is a free-market economics teacher at
Washington’s elite Edwards School. In contrast, Laura,
who teaches English, takes a more favorable view of gov-
ernment regulation than of markets.

Roberts uses Sam and Laura’s repartee to debunk
common caricatures of free-market economics and econo-
mists.

Among the shibboleths slain are that economists are

concerned only
with money, that
markets favor busi-
nesses over con-
sumers, and that
market advocates
are heartless indi-
viduals with no
compassion for oth-
ers. From a peda-
gogical perspec-
tive, Sam and Laura
prove to be a suc-
cessful vehicle for
debating the vir-
tues of markets and
government regu-
lation.

Though it will
come as no surprise
to readers of his col-
umns Roberts is
more sympathetic
to Sam’s pro-mar-

ket viewpoint, Laura is no shrinking violet. She suggests,
for example, that “capitalism created the poverty we’re
trying to fix” and she proclaims that the failure of private
charity is “why the government had to get involved during
the Great Depression.”

Although Roberts’s primary purpose is illuminating
the invisible heart of capitalism, he presents, as Milton
Friedman blurbs, “an impressive amount of good econom-

ics.” Included are excellent discussions of cartels, teachers
being “underpaid,” and the importance of property rights.
Perhaps the most memorable is Sam’s analogy of so-called
exhaustible resources such as oil to a room full of pistachio
nuts in which people stop looking for nuts before all nuts
are found because it gets too time-consuming to locate nuts
among discarded shells.

As for the obligatory quibbles, I have two minor ones.
First, The Invisible Heart is billed as an “economic romance.”
I think that is only half right, since it reads more like a
mystery. Will Sam, the free-market economist, successfully
woo Laura, the English teacher with warm views of gov-
ernment regulation? Why is Sam’s teaching job in jeopardy
and will he use some incriminating documents to black-
mail his persecutor into allowing him to keep a job that he
likes? What about the subplot involving a dishonest CEO
and the Orwellian Office of Corporate Responsibility?

I’ll obey the rules of reviewing etiquette and leave the
answers to these questions for the reader. My second
quibble concerns Friedman’s blurb. I have nothing against
impressive amounts of good economics, something this
society is definitely lacking.

My quibble however, arises from a pedagogical per-
spective. Since the topics included are wide-ranging but
necessarily selective, The Invisible Heart is somewhat diffi-
cult to integrate into a course. This is a challenge shared by
other pedagogical novels, but one that is easily outweighed
by the rewarding payoff from Roberts’s superb book.

If you are a reader seeking an enjoyable dose of market-
friendly economics or an instructor looking for a way to
enliven your classes and break away from turgid text-
books, you’ve got to have The Invisible Heart.            CJ

Russell Roberts
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“Joe Six-Pack thinks

we are elitist, liberal

socialists with nothing

nice to say about any-

one. We are part of the

problem.”

GTP Wings It
On Business Plan

Readers “hate us again,” a respected trade publica-
tion of the media lamented one year after Sept. 11
and an ensuing, brief courtship with the press.

Focusing on a public opinion poll that showed widespread
dissatisfaction with journalists, the Editor & Publisher opin-
ion article analyzed the most recent flareup in the love-hate
relationship between the press and the public.

Only 49 percent, of the respondents in the Pew Re-
search Center survey said they think news
organizations are highly professional.
Another one-half of the respondents
thought journalists “don’t stand up for
America.” A full 59 percent of the public
believes news organizations are politi-
cally biased; 67 percent think the press
tries to cover up mistakes; and 56 percent
think news reports are inaccurate.

These findings from one survey
might raise only a few eyebrows in a
typical newsroom. Journalists are used
to being kicked around, if not by the public then certainly
by the people they write about and even by their own
publishers and owners.

But the Pew survey isn’t the only one that impugns
journalists’ credibility. Other polls, year after year, reflect
the same general opinion: Americans don’t respect journal-
ists.

Even the citadel of journalistic principles, the Ameri-
can Society of Newspaper Editors, reported that its poll
“Perspectives of the public and the press: examining our
credibility” in 1999 identified numerous perceived lapses
in journalistic competence. ASNE’s poll found: 78 percent
of U.S. adults believe there is bias in the media; 78 percent
believe that powerful people can get stories into the news-
paper; 50 percent believe there are particular people or
groups that get a “special break” in news coverage; 77
percent believe that newspapers pay much more attention
to stories that support their own point of view; and 79
percent of the American public believes that “it’s pretty
easy for special interest groups to manipulate the press.”

Problem extends closer to home

North Carolina’s journalists are just as guilty as their
brethren around the nation. Perhaps for lack of competi-
tion and the corruption it fosters within news organiza-
tions, readers must contend daily with the sins of unprofes-
sional reporting and editing.

Unscientific reports and studies conducted by various
special-interest groups are reported as gospel in the state’s
daily newspapers. Opportunistic politicians, eager to glo-
rify themselves, stage specious press conferences that will
be dutifully attended and reported by the gullible press.

Environmentalists, especially, know their messages
will fall upon sympathetic ears at North Carolina’s metro
papers, whose editors appear to be napping or blatantly
obliging while junk scientists steal their news space.

Many of the state’s newspapers gave prominent cover-
age in October to a “smart growth” study released by
Professors Reid Ewing of Rutgers University and Rolf
Pendall of Cornell University. Hailed by The News & Ob-
server of Raleigh as “the first detailed measure of sprawl,”
the study ranked 83 metropolitan areas nationwide accord-
ing to a definition of urban development that aligned
snugly with the authors’ environmental affiliations.

The study ranked the Triangle as the third most-sprawl-
ing region. An eye-opener to the study’s invalidity was a
statement that it omitted 56 metropolitan areas around the
nation “because Ewing and Pendall couldn’t get complete
information.” Aside from the obvious subjective criteria
used to measure sprawl, such a high rate of error in any

statistical analysis should set off alarm
bells all across the newsroom.

On the political front, the News &Ob-
server of Raleigh appears to be more than
glad to help Sen. John Edwards primp
for his upcoming presidential campaign.
Almost daily the newspaper seems to
invent coverage or to report on staged
events that give the liberal Edwards posi-
tive exposure.

About a year ago, Gov. Mike Easley
and Senate Pro Tempore Marc Basnight

conducted a workshop on how to manipulate the press.
Announced as a “press conference,” the event afforded the
state’s leaders an opportunity to proclaim the coming of a
miracle: They can put a fiber optic conduit in a ditch and
bring the wonders of the Internet to the economic backwa-
ter of eastern North Carolina. Seemingly oblivious to the
fact that many utility companies already provided ample
high-speed access in that region, newspapers around the
state dutifully reported on the politicians’ dubious achieve-
ment.

Vacuous stories such as these fill newspapers around
the land every day. And year after year, surveys show that
readers notice. It’s evident that journalists have failed
miserably at fulfilling their prime mission, as defined by
hundreds of journalists themselves on the Committee of
Concerned Journalists: “The central purpose of journalism
is to provide citizens with accurate and reliable informa-
tion they need to function in a free society.” According to
the surveys, citizens consider journalists’ work neither
accurate nor reliable.

Editors have no one else to blame but themselves. One
of their prime responsibilities, as dictated by the committee
of journalists, is to practice “a discipline of verification” to
filter fiction from fact. The committee counsels that, “This
discipline of verification is what separates journalism from
other modes of communication, such as propaganda, fic-
tion or entertainment.”

As one journalists responded in ASNE’s survey: “Joe
Six-Pack thinks we are elitist, liberal socialists with nothing
nice to say about anyone. We are part of the problem.”

It’s high time for all journalists to accept that fact, to
enforce the core principles of their profession — and pray
they can save what’s left of their credibility.

A fter years of achieving very little, the Global
TransPark is finding it increasingly difficult
to get public money. Under increasing pres-

sure to turn hundreds of millions of dollars of public
investment into a meaningful return, the Global
TransPark Authority, which runs the GTP, is working
on a new business plan. Unfortunately, there’s very
little in the draft executive summary of its new busi-
ness plan to suggest that the GTP will be able to cover
its costs any time soon.

The GTP envisions several scenarios under which
it might break even by 2004. The best case involves the
airport receiving a large con-
tract from the Transportation
Security Agency to serve as a
training facility. The GTP es-
timates that it could make up
to $2.5 million off a $5 million
contract with the federal
agency. However, it’s not ob-
vious why the TSA would
pick Kinston or pay its high
asking price for whatever fa-
cilities it might be in need of.
Obscure, underutilized air-
ports are not exactly in short
supply in the United States.
Of course, if the TSA wanted
to do whatever training it were interested in doing in
a totally remote and secure location, it could always
opt for a facility the federal government already had
complete control over — like a military base.

Should the scheme to get work from the TSA fail,
the GTP’s fallback plan to cover its costs in the near
future are built largely upon wishful thinking. The
draft business plan notes that the authority can break
even if it cuts costs, is able to regain commercial
airline service, and succeed in its land-development
plans. The latter two elements are questionable at
best. The cost cutting would be unnecessary if it can
secure more flights and more tenants for its facilities.
The GTP does not project that it can break even any
time soon merely through its land-development ef-
forts  or attracting businesses to the GTP.

The GTP claims to be negotiating with several
airlines and hopes to attract a “major airline” by late
2003. A Lenoir County GTP booster group has made
clear that the aim is to obtain regional jet service with
the destination probably not being Charlotte. Its talk-
ing points include bashing both the capabilities of
other eastern North Carolina airports and the airline
that serves them. The reasoning behind this is obvi-
ous. In 1998, 14,853 people boarded commercial flights
in Kinston. By comparison, that same year passenger
boardings were 50,894 in Greenville, 65,583 in Jack-
sonville, and 68,723 in New Bern. In January 2000, a
US Airways commuter affiliate dropped service to
Kinston, noting that it was losing $1million per year
on the route. The market had spoken in 2000 — there
was insufficient demand to justify service to Kinston.

Conditions have changed dramatically in the air-
line industry since then — and not for the better.
Fewer people are flying because of the weak economy
and the aftermath of Sept. 11. Airlines lost $8 billion
last year and are expected to lose another $8 billion
this year. In such a market, expecting any airline to
start service to Kinston is unrealistic in the extreme.

The GTP’s new game plan calls for it to build and
rent out two 100,000-square-foot buildings in the next
year or so. After that, the GTP hopes to add another
building a year. Leases, the GTP notes, would not be
subsidized; the aim is paying customers, not merely
to fill space. Perhaps this shift in focus is a good thing,
though the GTP has proven not particularly good at
attracting businesses to its industrial park.

One obvious element missing in the new busi-
ness plan is any mention of the concept upon which
the GTP concept was based — just-in-time manufac-
turing using an airfield as a hub for the delivery of
raw materials and shipping out of finished goods.
Yet, without that justification, as improbable as the
last decade has proven it to be, the GTP is just another
industrial park sitting beside an airport. And why
that concept deserves any state money is unclear.  CJ

Michael
Lowrey
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A STEP AT A TIME
Special ed illustrates budget problems

No Time for NC To
“Fight the Power”

John Hood

APPLE V. ORANGE
New study doesn’t help Smart Start case

North Carolina’s budget problems can sometimes
seem overwhelming. Most states have seen big
fiscal deficits during the past couple of years.

North Carolina’s state and local governments are prepar-
ing to face their fourth-straight fiscal year of budget gaps
and fiscal pressure.

And unlike most states, North Carolina has already
enacted major, broad-based tax increases in response to the
problem, totaling more than $1 billion in annual fiscal im-
pact.

When you are looking at billions of dollars in multi-
year deficits, addressing them solely on the spending side
might seem impossible. And yet, most North Carolinians
in surveys say they want their leaders to do precisely that
— to stop “solving” the problem of rampant government
growth by reducing average taxpayers’ incomes.

Having pored over quite a few state and local budgets
over the years, we’re confident that it can be done. But real
budget restraint will involve concerted action on many
fronts. It’s probably worth exploring some of these ideas
individually, just to demonstrate the extent to which mod-
est changes, effected over time, can result in sizable sav-
ings.

Consider the example of special education. North Caro-
lina, like most states, has invested massive quantities of
tax dollars in public schools over the past two decades.
Just from 1991-92 to 2000-01, real spending per student in
our state rose from $5,200 to nearly $6,800 — an increase,
after inflation, of 30 percent.

Why did education spending soar?

There are a number of explanations you hear for why
policymakers increased education funding so significantly,
and what has been gained from it. Much of it is fallacious.
Yes, test scores in North Carolina improved during this
period, for example, but they improved in other states with
lower growth in spending and stagnated in other states
with higher growth in spending.

Yes, we’ve used some of the money to raise average
teacher pay, but whether this has resulted in proportional
gains in teacher quality — very little of the money was
spent on merit-based pay of any kind — is far harder to
prove.

One theme you will hear consistently in education
circles, however, is that much of the recent funding surge
is associated with higher costs for educating special-needs
children. This is clearly true, though it proves a point very
different from the one officials think they are making.

The percentage of students labeled as “learning dis-
abled” or having special needs has grown considerably.
To look at the period from 1991-92 to 2000-01 again, the
special-needs share grew from 10.6 percent of enrollment
to 12.3 percent nationwide and from 11.6 percent to 14.1
percent in North Carolina.

Why did this happen? As Drs. Jay Greene and Greg
Forster of the Manhattan Institute discuss in a recent study,
many in the education establishment make the claim that
there are simply more disabled children than there used to
be. Greene and Forster, and others, have to our minds in-
validated this explanation by looking closely at the impact
of medical and material progress on children. For every
children saved by medical devices from an early death,
and thus sent to school with a learning disability, there are
many more whose disabilities have been ameliorated or
eliminated by that same medical progress.

Another theory, and one we find more plausible given
North Carolina’s own experience, is that the growth of
high-stakes testing has given schools strong incentives to
classify more children as disabled so that they can be ex-
empted from the testing base. Again, though, Greene and
Foster offer convincing evidence that this effect, though
possibly very real, is not as widespread as one might be-
lieve.

Their research suggests that the way states fund spe-
cial education may be a big part of the explanation. Typi-
cally, school systems get an average of nearly $6,000 more
for every student they classify as having special needs.
These dollars do get used on real educational expenditures,
but Greene and Forster observe that many of the activities
funded as a result would have occurred anyway, but at a
lower overall cost. Others have uncertain benefits.

Looking across the country, the researchers estimated
that about 62 percent of the growth in special ed enroll-
ment from 1992 to 2001 was likely attributable to this ef-
fect. Some states have moved to a different funding sys-

tem that appears to remove the incentive for systems to
pad the roster.

If North Carolina had adopted it in the early 1990s,
our education budget might have saved as much as $200
million in the 2000-01 school year — and avoided tagging
low-performing but normal children with a disability la-
bel that could inhibit their recovery and haunt them
throughout their academic careers.

Budget reform, if it is going to come at all, will come
one step at a time, as we discard failed policies and focus
more intently on core state functions. Reforming special
education would be a good place to start.

I t’s time for our politicians to stop preening
for the cameras, engaging in reckless rheto-
ric, and indulging the prejudices of a frustrated

public. No, I’m not talking about the flap over Trent
Lott’s foolish comments and the latest debate over
Iraq. I’m talking about the willingness of some
North Carolina politicians to play the blame game
with North Carolina’s electric utilities over recent
storm-related power outages.

Of course, there will be nothing wrong, at some
placid point in the future, with state officials sit-
ting down with the executives of Progress Energy,
Duke Energy, and other power providers to dis-
cuss what might be learned for the future. I also
understand, believe me, that utility monopolies
don’t face the same competitive pressures present
in the rest of the market
economy to provide ex-
cellent service.

But the level of op-
probrium attached to
the utilitiesafter North
Carolina’s December
ice storm has been way
out of proportion to re-
ality. We have been
treated to a medley of
conspiracy theories, ac-
cusations, and crackpot proposals. Yes, lots of
people were without power for many days. They
were understandably upset. But people in positions
of authority have a responsibility to answer rage
with reasonableness and to stress facts over fictions.

The fact is, there is not yet any credible evi-
dence of a pattern of discrimination of any kind in
restoring electricity. Utility executives themselves
were out of power for a long time. Duke Energy
President Bill Coley got his power back in Char-
lotte four full days after the storm hit. I am told
that a number of Progress Energy execs also came
home to dark houses for many days.

Nor do I see any sign of a significant regional
disparity. A little over 50 percent of Duke’s custom-
ers in its home base of Charlotte had their power
restored by 4 p.m. Monday. About 50 percent of
Duke’s customers in far away Durham had their
power restored by the same time. If there was a
conspiracy, it was a mighty feckless one.

Nor do I yet see any sign of gross incompe-
tence on the utilities’ part. In the major ice storm
that struck central North Carolina in 1996, about
660,000 Duke Energy customers lost power. It took
10 days to restore it. This time, the outage in Duke’s
coverage area approached 1.3 million. It took Duke
less time to restore this power than in 1996, despite
the greater severity of the 2002 storm.

Adding in Progress Energy customers and
those of munis and coops, I count the total number
of households affected by the outages at more than
1.7 million. Reconnecting this enormous grid
within the space of little more than a week is little
short of an amazing engineering feat.

Finally, some have suggested that the greedy
utilities are to blame for the problem because they
haven’t taken steps to reduce the risk of downed
trees, limbs, and lines. But no serious effort to thin
or shorten trees across the state would have been
politically salable. Indeed, some of the politicians
questioning the utilities have supported the very
tree ordinances that inhibit wise pruning.

Nor is burying North Carolina’s tens of thou-
sands of miles of overhead power lines a rational
solution. A 1991 analysis pegged the cost of this
enterprise just in the Duke Energy territory at
around $15 billion. The long-term benefits of this
enterprise would be a small fraction of that, in fore-
gone costs from weather-related outages.

Leadership is not an exercise in figuring out
where the parade is going and then claiming a spot
in the color guard. It requires, a cool head and an
open mind inside it.

Hood is publisher of Carolina Journal.

Smart Start, the early-childhood initiative created by
former North Carolina Gov. Jim Hunt, has always
had a flair for public relations. It begins with the

name, an alliterative one that communicates concisely the
idea of the program. Smart Start has used images of chil-
dren and caregivers to establish its reputation. And the
program’s boosters have a history of garnering good press
by releasing outcome data selectively.

We are not among Smart Start’s enthusiastic support-
ers. It’s not that we don’t believe the state should make
efforts to improve the education of our most vulnerable
children. We do. It’s not that we don’t think the state can
have a role to play when preschool children are growing
up in deplorable conditions. We do. Our problem has been
that Smart Start is a square peg that politicians have tried
to pound into a round hole. Although it’s pitched as a way
to help the disadvantaged, Smart Start isn’t means-tested.

For critics like us, however, there has always been a
way for Smart Start to establish a better case. Because tax-
payers are already compelled to fund public schools, it
might be reasonable to ask them to fund preschool inter-
ventions that actually bear educational fruit. In the long
run, there could be a savings.

Smart Start folks understand the power of this argu-
ment, and have been straining for years to make it. Back in
the mid-1990s Hunt referred to studies of laboratory ex-
periments in early-childhood education — two key ex-
amples being the Perry Preschool Project in Michigan and
the Abecedarian Early Childhood Project in Chapel Hill
— to predict that every dollar in Smart Start funding would
save several dollars in future government costs.

The governor won the rhetorical day on this. Most law-
makers and commentators failed to exercise due diligence.
They should have familiarized themselves with Perry,
Abecedarian, and similar experiments so that they could
recognize how dissimilar these were to Smart Start.

Unfortunately, the confusion continues to this day. In
November, Smart Start advocates put out a press release
announcing another round of research findings from the
Abecedarian Project, which is run by UNC-Chapel Hill’s
Frank Porter Graham Child Development Institute. The
study, by two Rutgers University researchers, concluded
that the Abecedarian model likely saved taxpayers $4 for
every $1 spent, with school districts saving $11,000 per child
due to lower special ad and remediation costs.

Assuming these findings are valid, they frankly have
little relevance to Smart Start, whose beneficiaries extend
far beyond the ranks of desperately disadvantaged chil-
dren targeted in Abecedarian and whose dollars flow to a
variety of activities far beyond the intervention studied.

That didn’t stop Karen Ponder, executive director of
the North Carolina Partnership for Children, from claming
that “this research confirms Smart Start is an initiative that
gives back far more than it receives. In today’s economy,
who wouldn’t invest in something that gives you four times
the return on the investment?”

Here’s a word of advice: don’t hire Ponder, by all ac-
counts a competent and well-meaning person, as your in-
vestment advisor. Based on the success of Wal-Mart, she
might have you buy stock in K-Mart.

Research more relevant to the probable long-term im-
pact of Smart Start, such as decades of studies of Head
Start and the early data on Smart Start itself, suggests a
different conclusion. The programs provide immediate
benefits, naturally, but they have little permanent effect on
participating children. The Frank Porter Graham Institute
has itself found that the vast majority of Smart Start ex-
penditures had no statistically significant effect on partici-
pants’ readiness to learn in kindergarten.

Still, this episode has largely been a PR coup for Smart
Start. The news coverage has been credulous. And so the
dollars will continue to flow.           CJ
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NC Manufacturing Is Alive and Well
By MICHAEL WALDEN
Contributing Editor

RALEIGH

I  frequently do public speaking, and it seems virtually
every group I talk to has the same opinion about
American manufacturing — it’s dying. A commonly

accepted premise is that American factories are manufac-
turing less and less each year, and that the American
economy is becoming more dependent on foreign coun-
tries for manufactured products.

Well, guess what — this widely accepted
view is just plain wrong. American manufac-
turing is not dying. Production from
America’s factories, except during recessions,
continues to rise each year. The lights are not
about to be turned out on American manu-
facturing.

Statistics tell the story

Let me cite some simple facts about
American manufacturing. All these facts are
readily available from the latest issue of the
Economic Report of the President.

Let’s compare 2001 to 1955. The total
output from America’s factories increased by
378 percent. And the data for these two years
weren’t just flukes. Calculating decadal
changes since 1961, from 1961 to 1971, manufacturing
output increased 63 percent; from 1971 to 1981, output rose
38 percent; from 1981 to 1991, output increased 25 percent;
and from 1991 to 2001, output jumped 51 percent.

Manufacturing output increased even faster than our
nation’s population. From 1955 to 2001, U.S. population
increased by 68 percent. Of course, not all segments of
American manufacturing increased at the same rate. Manu-
factured electrical machinery products increased by a whop-
ping 4,989 percent from 1955 to 2001, industrial machinery
products skyrocketed 993 percent, and chemical products
soared 891 percent. In contrast, textile products rose only
111 percent and apparel products increased just 55 percent,
while iron and steel output actually fell 10 percent over the
past 46 years.

Manufacturing thrives in North Carolina

But what about North Carolina? Hasn’t North
Carolina’s manufacturing been on the skids, with all the
downsizing in tobacco, textiles, and apparel?

Again, the actual answer is a resounding no. Over the
past quarter century, the output from all North Carolina’s
factories increased by 98 percent. Big increases occurred for
industrial machinery, by 1,483 percent; electrical machin-
ery, 1,136 percent; chemical products, 546 percent; and
motor vehicle parts, 399 percent. Even the output of textile
and apparel mills and furniture factories increased (textile
and apparel mills, 21 percent; furniture, 33 percent.

The output of one North Carolina manufacturing sec-
tor did drop significantly. The production of tobacco facto-
ries fell almost 88 percent during the past 25 years.

If data conclusively show manufacturing has increased,
not declined, in both the nation and North Carolina, then
why is the common perception just the opposite. Why does
the view persist that America doesn’t manufacture any-
thing anymore?

A changing economy

Two reasons likely explain this contradiction. First,
while manufacturing output has increased, the output of

other sectors of the economy has increased
more. In particular, service output has con-
sistently increased faster than manufactur-
ing output since World War II. In the last 25
years, North Carolina’s total economy in-
creased 50 percent faster than the output of
North Carolina’s factories.

So, in other words, while manufacturing
output has increased, it has increased slower
than service output. Is this bad? No. It simply
suggests that as our standard of living has
increased, American consumers have chosen
to spend relatively more of their incomes on
services, such as health care, personal care,
and education.

A second reason for the perception
American manufacturing is dying is changes
in employment. In the past 50 years, the

percentage of employees working in manufacturing has
been more than cut in half, from 33 percent to 14 percent.
Since the late 1970s, the absolute number of jobs in manu-
facturing has trended downward.

So as people look around, they see relatively fewer
folks going to work at factories. It’s no wonder they think
manufacturing is on the way down.

All hail progress and efficiency

Should we lament the loss of so many manufacturing
jobs, despite the fact manufacturing output has increased?
No, we shouldn’t cry over these losses any more than we
cry over the loss of farm jobs during the past 70 years. Only
a handful of farmers today work the land compared to the
1930s and 1940s, yet we produce more crops and livestock
than ever before. Again, better technology and know-how
are the reasons.

A feature of modern economies, not only in our coun-
try but also in developed, foreign countries, is increased
efficiency in “basic needs” industries, like agriculture and
manufacturing, and increasing employment in new ser-
vice industries. These trends are not bad. It means we can
devote fewer of our precious human resources to meeting
our basic needs and more to extending the standards of life.
Sounds like a good tradeoff to me.            CJ

Michael Walden is a William Neal Reynolds distinguished pro-
fessor in the Department of Agricultural and Resource Econom-
ics at North Carolina State University and an adjunct scholar
with the John Locke Foundation.

U.S. labor market churns

A new Labor Department survey shows that
the U.S. labor market, described in recent months
by many economists and policymakers as stag-
nant, has instead been a churning cauldron of
change, with millions of people each month getting
hired and fired.

Given that, it seems that the more than 8 mil-
lion jobless in September were not necessarily the
same 8 million unemployed in August or October.

The Department's Bureau of Labor Statistics
recently released the August results of its new Job
Openings and Labor Turnover Survey, which
painted a dynamic picture. According to the sur-
vey, about 3.7 percent of those at work at the end of
August were hired that month. At the same time,
4.1 percent of those at work on the last day of July
left their jobs during August.

Of those who left, three-fifths quit and only
one-third were discharged or laid off for more than
a week, with the remaining fraction departing
because of retirement, disability, death or transfer
to another location.

The survey also offers one figure that does not
appear in the regular monthly statistics: the num-
ber of job openings. In August there were 3.49
million job openings for which employers were
actively seeking workers.

Shadow economies flee government

Within most economies, there are large por-
tions that work outside the law called shadow
economies. Participants in the shadow economy
neither pay taxes nor obey regulations. A recent
study finds that taxes and burdensome regulations
push people into the shadow economy.

The authors use data from 21 countries in the
Organization of Economic Cooperation and De-
velopment and 22 countries that are adopting capi-
talism. The sizes of the shadow economies are
substantial.

Over 2001 to 2002, the average size of an OECD
shadow economy was 16.7 percent of “official”
gross domestic product. Over the same time frame,
the average transition country shadow economy is
38 percent of “official” GDP.

Using other economic data, the article finds
that taxes and regulations push portions of the
economy away from the law. A one-point increase
in regulation (on a five-point scale) results in the
shadow economy increasing by 10 percent.

A one percent increase in the marginal per-
sonal income tax triggers an increase of 1.4 percent
in the shadow economy. Higher corporation taxes
have a similar effect.

This is especially prevalent in the OECD coun-
tries. Greece, Belgium, Italy, and Sweden all have
tax burdens larger than 70 percent of GDP and
have shadow economies larger than 20 percent of
their official GDP. In contrast, the United States
and Switzerland have low tax burdens and low
shadow economies (8.8 percent and 7.5 percent,
respectively).

Corruption and freedom

Corruption stifles freedom and economic
growth. However, there are two types of corrup-
tion: top-down and bottom-up. Bottom-up refers
to low-level officials collecting bribes and sharing
them with superiors, while top-down refers to
corrupt superior officials buying the silence of
subordinates by sharing their loot. Recent research
analyzes the two types of corruption, using the
notoriously corrupt Commonwealth of Indepen-
dent States as a model.

Firms report paying 5.7 percent of all revenues
as bribes in the CIS, as opposed to 3.3 percent in the
Balkans, Baltic republics, and Central Europe. Eco-
nomic growth in these other states is more than 2
percent higher on average than growth in the CIS.

After further analyzing the CIS, the research-
ers found that if corruption is inevitable, then top-
down corruption is superior to bottom-up. The
amount of bribes paid per investment project is
smaller with top-down corruption.             CJ

Michael Walden
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Wannabe President Edwards Not a Prime-Time Player

To the editor,

Thanks for the November issue of Carolina Journal. In
regards to Rheta Burton’s article “Water Supplies: A Tale of
Two Systems,” and for a few personal comments, for what
they are worth (being that I am an independent cowboy
without the trio of Ph.D initials following my name)…

Spins can often times lead to controversy and conten-
tion. A farmer friend once advised, “Don’t get into a mud
fight with pigs. You will only end up getting dirty, and the
pigs love it.” Meaning no disrespect, the wording in the
third paragraph (under the subtitle of wells vs. surface
supplies) is somewhat misleading. Deep wells are ground-
water.

Facts are not controversial. If there is controversy, it’s
generated by the release of those facts, which somebody
didn’t reveal. I don’t know if the aquifers that deep wells
are tapped into (although some are deep rock wells tapping
a fracture) in the western part of the state are declining, but
two major aquifers in the eastern portion of the state are: the
upper Cape Fear and Black Creek aquifers.

Several municipalities, and a few private systems, pull
drinking water from these two aquifers, from deep wells.
These two underground rivers have fluctuated from
drought and overpumping, along with not consistently
recharging themselves.

More and more residents with private wells (some
shallow, some deep) are having to tap deeper to find
adequate supplies. I am not a PhD, but I do know my
subject.

No one knows what permanent effects or damage will
occur in these aquifers at this time. One of the definite
effects is saltwater intrusion. Another fear is storage and
recovery of these aquifers. The substrata varies between
sandy-loamy and clay. Clay retains H2O, but it is almost
impossible drawing water from it.

Most deep-well head screens are in sand on these
aquifers. The question is, if these aquifers are pulled down

to a certain level with air being trapped between the void
spaces of sand particles, and when the aquifers do start
replenishing themselves will the trapped air prohibit the
aquifer from fully recharging?

Greenville (around this area) has already experienced
high chloride, fluoride concentrations in groundwater due
to saltwater intrusion from the declining aquifers. The
Castle-Haynes aquifer (even with PCS phosphates expel-
ling this water from their mining operations) seems to not
have a replenishing problem.

This water is hard and alkaline, unlike the water qual-
ity of the Black Creek and upper Cape Fear, which is
preferred by water purveyors. Regardless of whether it’s
surface or groundwater, in times of drought people should
have the intelligence to voluntarily conserve. But then
there are always the CAVES, NIMBYS (citizens against
virtually everything and not in my backyard), and others
who will never voluntarily do anything.

Rob Robbins
Wilson

Thirst for Dan River’s Water
Leads to Questionable Decisions

To the editor,

“Water, water every where and not a drop to drink!
Water, water every where and yet the decks did shrink!” So
bemoaned The Ancient Mariner, according to Samuel
Coleridge. Men have been dealing with water problems
since before the first ingenious cave man chipped out his
first stone ax. Two men fell in the Dan River. One of them
had an enjoyable swim and the other choked and drowned!
History shows that a surprising number of us never learn
how to deal intelligently with water!

It appears that currently in Danville they are turning
storm waters into sanitary sewers, (a violation of Virginia

Letters to the editor

Water Supplies: Extent of Wells’ Damage to Aquifers Is Unknown
state law) thus flooding some homes with raw sewage
backup.

A group of Roxboro/Person County politicians are
also dabbling in the Dan River, manipulating a few Milton
and Yanceyville naive politicians — none of whom have
the slightest idea of how deep this “swimming hole” may
be.

Most of the “gold diggers” who migrated to California
did so after all of the gold was gone. That is what built San
Francisco. As an old sailor who has sailed most of the
world’s waters and can identify with the Ancient Mariner
as well as being a retired engineer, I can tell you the first
intelligent negotiations in respect to the Dan River has so
far been skipped over.

How much water is in the river? The answer to that
cannot be a simple figure. It should be expressed in weekly
summaries over the period of a full annual season, with
averages and standard deviations developed from actual
weekly measurements. These data can then be used with
long-range weather data to make long-range available
water forecast. Without that you are being rather ridicu-
lous and gambling. I recall a cartoon that circulated among
engineers which showed an ignoramus with a slide rule in
his hand and the label: “Now I are one.”

All this thirst for Dan River water in Roxboro appears
to stem from a proposed “get rich quick” power plant. Not
one based on the carefully determined needs of an estab-
lished service area as responsible utility engineers custom-
arily plan, but the “get rich quick” pipe dreams of
deregulating the power industry — you know, the “Enron”
plan.

It was “Enron” (tilt “Enron” 45 degrees) and deregula-
tion of the power industry that Gov. Gray Davis was
relying on to keep power blackouts out of San Francisco. To
is surprise, they swept most of California. You do remem-
ber Enron, don’t you?

Frank B. Turberville, Jr.
Milton

By MARC ROTTERMAN
Contributing Editor

RALEIGH

Sen. John Kerry of Massachusetts announced Dec. 1
that he was forming an exploratory committee for
a presidential campaign, and North Carolina’s Sen.

John Edwards is doing the same.
Having served in the Senate for only

four years, Edwards has become a captive
of the trial lawyers and left-wing special
interests in Washington. He has lost touch
with the average American. Clearly, he is
not ready for “prime time.”

Should he take the plunge, his record
will be fair game, and he will be scrutinized
as to whether he is up to the job of being
president. To be sure, he is ambitious and
knows how to get on TV and in the news-
papers.

He does make a nice appearance and
knows his lines. But is there anything past
the sound bytes? Does he have the experi-
ence to do the job? And does his voting
record accurately reflect his 1998 campaign
promises?

Edwards’ dismal conservative rating

Consider what Edwards said on CNN’s “Inside Poli-
tics” on Nov. 2, 1998. In the interview, Edwards said he
would vote frequently with Sen. Jesse Helms. Now, fast
forward to a Washington Times article Oct. 15, 2002. Asked
by columnist Robert P. Novak to recall any conservative
position he’s taken in the Senate, Edwards said, “I could
give you an answer to that question if you give me a little
time to think about it.”

In fact, Edwards almost never voted with Helms, or
for that matter, with any other conservatives. The Ameri-
can Conservative Union gives Edwards a “lifetime rating”
of 12 percent and Helms, 99 percent. Clearly, Edwards’ vote
did cancel out Helms’s vote. Edwards voted against John
Ashcroft’s nomination for attorney general. He voted

against the capital gains tax cut, and on a key Helms’
amendment to an education bill that would allow federal
funds to be withheld from public schools that bar the Boy
Scouts from using their facilities, Edwards voted “no.”

Neither has Edwards been reluctant about criticizing
President Bush. The Washington Post reported on Oct. 6 that

Edwards assailed Bush for using the war
on terror to jeopardize Americans’ civil lib-
erties. In a speech in Iowa, Edwards said,
“It is right to stand up to Saddam Hussein,
but it is wrong in the name of the war on
terrorism to let this administration take
away our rights, take away our liberties,
take away the things we believe in.”

At the same speech, Edwards sug-
gested that Bush is out of touch with ordi-
nary Americans. “This president comes
from a different place… He doesn’t come
from real America… He doesn’t under-
stand what real peoples lives are like.”

Hollywood and lawyers love him

This from a man who has been fight-
ing for the “little guy” in Hollywood. Nu-
merous Hollywood big shots have donated

to Edwards’ campaign as well as his political action com-
mittee. Last year, Californians were second only to North
Carolinians in campaign donations to Edwards.

It has been reported that more than four of every five
dollars raised for Edwards’ hard money PAC, New Ameri-
can Optimists, came from personal-injury trial lawyers. In
fact, since being elected in 1998, about half of the money
he has raised has come from trial lawyers or their law firms.

Have these contributions affected Edwards’ voting
record? Some in Washington would say so. Two years into
Edwards’ Senate term, he sponsored a bill to make it easier
to sue HMOs. Terrance Scanlon, president of Capitol Re-
search Center, cynically noted that Edwards “is now spon-
soring a bill that would allow for huge lawsuits against
health maintenance organizations, directly benefiting trial
lawyers.”

So what are the odds that Edwards would get the 2004
Democratic nomination for president? Early polls in key
states such as New Hampshire and Iowa show him get-
ting between 1 percent and 3 percent of the vote among
probable Democratic presidential contenders.

And how is he faring back home, should he decide to
run for Senate? A Mason-Dixon poll conducted Oct. 11
tested Edwards against U.S. Reps. Sue Myrick, Walter
Jones, and Richard Burr. In each case, Edwards got no more
than 45 percent of the vote. Not a good sign for a sitting
senator.

Should Edwards run for president or for re-election to
the Senate? That’s his call. In either case, it appears he
would have a tough race on his hands.

Clearly, his voting record does not reflect the values
and beliefs of middle America or the average North Caro-
linian.                                                                                   CJ

North Carolina’s Sen. John Edwards

Marc Rotterman
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Happy New Year! The Times Are A’Changin’
North Carolina’s leaders tell CJ how they’ve resolved to change their ways for the better, or worse

Whether it’s politics, education, taxes, growth, or the legislature,
the issues that affect North Carolina are important to you, so…

   Every week, hundreds of thousands of

North Carolinians watch NC SPIN for a full,

all-points discussion of issues important to

the state.  Politics.  Education.  Growth.

Taxes.  Transportation.

   A recent poll showed 48% of North Caro-

lina ‘influentials’ — including elected officials,

lobbyists, journalists, and business leaders

— watch NC SPIN, with 24% saying they

watched the show ‘nearly every week.’

   NC SPIN has been called ‘the most
intelligent half-hour on North Carolina TV’
and is considered required viewing for

anyone interested in state and local politics

and public policy issues.

   If your organization has a message for

CEOs or government and education

leaders, NC SPIN’s statewide network is

the place for you to be!  Call Rudy Partin

(919/696-3599) for advertising information.

WLOS-TV  ABC Asheville

WWWB-TV  WB55 Charlotte

WJZY-TV  UPN46 Charlotte

WRAZ-TV  FOX50 Raleigh-Durham

WRAL-TV  CBS 5 Raleigh-Durham

WILM-TV  CBS Wilmington

WXII-TV  NBC Winston-Salem

Cable-7  Indep. Greenville

Mountain News Network  Boone

Sundays 6am

Sundays Midnight

Sundays 6:30am

Sundays 8:30am

Sundays Midnight

Sundays 6:30am

Sundays 11am

Sundays 7am

Fridays 8pm

Tuesdays 6:30pm

Saturdays 9am

Sundays 9:30am

Mondays 7pm

Get the correct spin on NC SPIN!
THE NC SPIN NETWORK

www.ncspin.com

 Host Tom Campbell         Chris Fitzsimon          Barry Saunders     John Hood

By FATHER THYME
New Year’s Correspondent

RALEIGH

Happy New Year! Out with the old, and in with
the new. In keeping with the spirit of new begin
nings of the new year, CJ interviewed state lead-

ers to see what their resolutions were.
Gov Mike Easley: “Sure. I have lots of them.
“The first one is to find Jim Hunt.
“Next it’s to find out if there’s any more money cities

and counties are squirreling away. Then, it’s to continue
being a bore about More at Four. And to dream more of
taxes and the lottery. And I’ll continue to stick it to those
potted plants, the Republicans, just like I said we’d do in
the election.

“You don’t have any spare change, do you? Or any
mad money hanging around anywhere?

“Have I mentioned a lottery before? How about eco-
nomic development?”

Senate Pro Tempore Marc Basnight: “Oh, what a won-
derful new day! Resolutions? Of course! Why, I’ll make
sure the poor and disadvantaged, downtrodden, socially
deprived, economically challenged, and just plain picked-
on eastern part of our fair state finally gets a fair shake.

“Have I mentioned economic development? I know I
didn’t mention Golden LEAF.”

U.S. Sen.-Elect Elizabeth Dole: “Let me check the Dole
Plan. Ah yes, here it is. R-E-S-O-L-U-T-I-O-N-S.

“If you had checked my website you’d have seen my
resolutions under the Dole Plan. Or you could have gotten
a copy of the Dole Plan by sending in coupons clipped
from the labels of two boxes of Viagra.”

Then Mrs. Dole held up a sheet of paper. “Do you see
this blank piece of paper?” she asked. “This is Erskine

Bowles’s plan for the New Year.”
Lt. Gov. Beverly Perdue: “I’m so glad you asked me

that, that anybody asks me anything.
“Have you seen Governor Easley. Is he doing all right?
“I’ll get back to you on those resolutions. Just you ask-

ing means you love me. You really, really love me.”

UNC-CH Chancellor James Moeser: “I’m sorry. What
did you say?”

“Uh, OK. Academic freedom. That’s a good resolution.
I want more academic freedom next year. You can’t blame
me for that.

“And diversity. A great university with vision can
never have enough diversity. What does diversity mean,
by the way? That’s for me to know and for you to find out.
Ha, ha. That’s the beauty of diversity at my great, great
university.

“I also resolve to listen more closely to your concerns
in the future and to work more closely with you, too. Have
I mentioned that I’m sorry if I didn’t listen to your advice
in the past?

“I know I haven’t mentioned anything about paid
leave.”

House Republican leader Leo Daughtry: “Have you
ever kissed your sister? Well, that’s the way I feel about
New Year’s resolutions.

“This year will be different, though. No more kissin’
up to Democrats. We’re gonna be in charge — just ask my
fellow Republicans. Can you hear me now? Hey, guys…”

Commissioner of Agriculture Meg Scott Phipps:
“Let’s get something Strate right here. I didn’t do it. Some-
body else might have, but not me. Have you talked with
Linda Saunders, maybe?

“Wasn’t the State Fair great this year? Did you like it?
A lot of people, I mean a lot of people, told me that they
really, really liked it.

“What do I resolve for next year? That’s not a good
question. A lot of good ol’ boys make resolutions, and they
would love it if I fell into their trap of always doing things
the same old way. No, I don’t make resolutions.

“Wasn’t the State Fair great this year?”            CJ


